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In a dynamical system, we are interested in how a set X evolves over time.
This can be described by a continuous function
φ : X × R→ X, φ(x, t) = x′ ∈ X
where t ∈ R represents time. A discrete dynamical system is the case where
t ∈ Z, such that the evolution of X happens in discrete steps. More formally,
a discrete dynamical system is a set X with a self-map φ : X → X.
We denote the n-th iteration of φ as
φn = φ ◦ φ ◦ · · · ◦ φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
where φ0 is taken as the identity map. For a point α ∈ X, its forward orbit
is the set
Oφ(α) = {φn(α) : n ≥ 0}.
A fundamental goal in dynamics is to classify the points according to their
orbits. A point α ∈ X is periodic if φn(α) = α for some n ≥ 1. We call the
smallest n when this happens its primitive period. It is preperiodic if φm(α)
is a periodic point for some m ≥ 1. i.e φm+n(α) = φm(α) for some m,n ≥ 1.
The periodic and preperiodic points are denoted as
Per(φ,X) = {α ∈ X : φn(α) = α for some n ≥ 1}
PrePer(φ,X) = {α ∈ X : φm+n(α) = φm(α) for some m,n ≥ 1}
5
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If a point is not preperiodic, then we call it a wandering point.
Clearly, the dynamics depends on the underlying set X. For example, if X
is a finite set then a priori every point is preperiodic. Classically, in discrete
dynamics we have X = C or P1(C) and φ is a holomorphic function. In
this case, much of the study is analytic. For number theoretic problems, X
will instead consist of algebraic points and φ will generally be a polynomial
or rational function. One may then study the arithmetic properties of the
resulting dynamical system, which is commonly call arithmetic dynamics.
1.2 Problems in Arithmetic Dynamics
As the general scope is too large, we focus on the case where our dynamical
system is on an algebraic curve over a number field K. This is a well-studied
subject with many classical results and hence our main objective in this the-
sis is to explore how they motivate the (relatively) newer questions in the
arithmetic dynamics setting.
Although curves are generally embedded in P3, we shall later show that in
general it suffices to consider rational functions φ over P1. In most cases, we
will also work over fix a field K so that the problem is well-defined. Thus
under this consideration, we can split the problems into two types.
For periodic points, we are interested in the following questions:
1(a): Is |PrePer(φ,P1(K))| finite?
1(b): Let α ∈ Per(φ,P1(K)) with primitive period n. How large can n be?
If α ∈ P1(K) is a wandering point, we consider questions regarding its orbit:
2(a): Let OK be the ring of integers of K. Is |Oφ(α) ∩ OK | finite?
2(b): Is there a way to classify the preperiodic and wandering points?
We shall see in subsequent sections that when K is a number field of finite
degree D = [K : Q], then essentially all the problems are answered. In
section 3.1, we shall see that |PrePer(φ,P1(K))| is finite via theorem 3.1.7.
Similarly, theorem 4.1.3 in section 4.1 demonstrates that |Oφ(α) ∩OK | is fi-
nite. Hence 1(a) and 2(a) are answered in the affirmative. Finiteness of 1(a)
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will in turn imply that 1(b) is finite. For 2(b), we shall see that the height
h(α) of a point α, which measures of its arithmetic complexity of a point,
can help classify the point. In particular, α is preperiodic only if h(α) ≤ 3C
for some computable C, which helps us differentiate between preperiodic and
wandering points. This is shown in theorem 3.1.7.
As a consequence, the outstanding questions are in regards to the largest and
smallest possible sizes. Let deg(φ) = d ≥ 2. For 1(a), it is conjectured that
|PrePer(φ,PN(K))| ≤ C
where C is a constant depending only on d,N and D (Note that here the
conjecture is generalized for φ : PN(K) → PN(K) instead of N = 1). We
shall also see that this in turn sets up a similar conjecture for 1(b).
For 2(a), interestingly we may choose φ such that the orbit Oφ(α) has arbi-
trarily many integral points. However, in the case where K = Q, if we impose
a restriction that φ is affine-minimal (section 4.2) then it is conjectured that
the number of integer points is bounded by a constant depending only on d.
Finally, for 2(b) we may ask what is the minimal value of hˆ(α) for a wandeing
point, since it is never zero. The current conjecture says hˆ(α) ≥ C for some
constant depending only on D.
In chapter 1, we gave a brief introduction to Arithmetic Dynamics, what are
the common type of problems and what we hope to study.
In chapter 2, we present various classical topic and tools which we will re-
quire in later chapters. With some basic Algebraic Number Theory, the
Resultant tool as well as Heights Theory, we shall prove in chapter 3 that
the number of periodic points is fixed for any non-linear rational function
φ : PN(K) → PN(K). On the other hand, complex dynamics in P1(C), Re-
sultant tool and some Diophantine Analysis allow us to prove in chapter 4
that the number of integral points in an orbit Oφ(z) = {z, φ(z), . . . } is finite
for almost all non-linear φ.
In chapter 4 we also observe that the upper bound of the number of integral
points is closely related to the resultant of the rational function. In particu-
lar, larger absolute resultant correlates with more integral points. This leads
to a related problem of determining whether a rational function has minimal
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resultant under conjugation. We call this the Minimal Model problem.
Then in chapter 5, we resolve the Minimal Model problem over Q, giving
a classification of rational functions with minimal resultant. This in turn
produces an algorithm for detecting a rational function that is not minimal.
Finally, in chapter 6 we give a simple example on how affine minimality
restricts the number of integral points in orbit.
1.3 Major References and Original Contribu-
tions
With the exception of chapter 6 and the main (lengthy) theorem in chapter
5, all the results proved can be found in the literature. In this section we
give references for the literature we followed.
For the tools we presented in chapter 2, sections 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 can be found
in [DS, EC]. Section 2.5 follows [DG], while section 2.2 can be found in any
standard Algebraic Number Theory text.
Chapter 3, where we proved the finiteness of preperiodic points in number
fields, can be found in [DS]. Similarly, the entire chapter 4 can be found in
the same text. We remark that for the general number field case in chapter
4, the Diophantine Analysis results used can be found in [DG].
In chapter 5, the first part (up till section 5.1) is dedicated to proving that
affine minimality can be checked locally. Moreover, that is also sufficient
over Q or certain type of number fields. This result can be found in [DS].
However we also refer to [RF, MM] for more elaborate proofs. We highlight
that a finite time algorithm for determining affine minimality is first given
in [RF] for Q and then given [MM] for special cases of number fields.
Our main contribution can be found in sections 5.2 to 5.5 (including Ap-
pendix A), where we give a characterization of affine minimal rational func-
tions over Q. This resulted in an improved algorithm as compared to the one
given in [RF], which we provide in section 5.6.
Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1 Complex Dynamics in P1(C)
A rational function φ(z) ∈ C(z) is given by a quotient of two polynomials





a0 + a1z + · · ·+ adzd
b0 + b1z + · · ·+ bdzd
We shall consider the rational map induced by φ(z) in P1(C):
φ : P1(C)→ P1(C)
so if G(z) = 0 then we treat φ(z) as a constant map to [1 : 0]. We may
assume that F and G are coprime, so the degree of φ is given by
deg(φ) = max{degF, degG},
which describes φ as a d-to-1 ramified covering. If φ is a constant map then
by convention we set deg(φ) = 0.
2.1.1 Linear Fractional Transformations





, ad− bc 6= 0
9
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the same transformation, hence we typically consider f as an element in
PGL2(C) = GL2(C)/C∗. For any f ∈ PGL2(C), the linear conjugation of φ
by f is the rational map
φf = f−1 ◦ φ ◦ f
and two rational maps φ and ψ are linearly conjugate if ψ = φf for some
f ∈ PGL2(C). We observe that
ψn = (φf )n = f−1 ◦ φn ◦ f = (φn)f .
For studying of dynamics, we frequently want to consider φn(α) for some
α ∈ P1(C) and n ≥ 0.
By linear conjugation, we have
φn(α) = (f ◦ f−1 ◦ φn ◦ f ◦ f−1)(α)
= (f ◦ (f−1 ◦ φn ◦ f)) ◦ (f−1(α))
= (f ◦ ψn)(f−1(α))
f−1(φn(α)) = ψn(f−1(α)).
The last statement is illustrated more clearly by the commutative diagram
α φ(α) . . . φn(α)
f−1(α) ψ(f−1(α)) . . . ψn(f−1(α))
φ φ φ
ψ ψ ψ
f−1 f−1 f−1 f−1
Therefore when studying dynamics of α under φ, it may be useful to also
consider the dynamics of f−1(α) under ψ. For example, we can show that
α ∈ PrePer(φ,P1(C)) if and only if f−1(α) ∈ PrePer(ψ,P1(C)). This is intu-
itively clear from the commutative diagram.
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2.1.2 Riemann-Hurwitz Formula in P1(C)
Let φ(z) = F (z)/G(z) be a rational function as before. For any α ∈ P1(C),
if α 6=∞ and G(α) 6= 0 then locally around z = α we have
φ(z) = φ(α) + φ′(α)(z − α) + φ′′(α)(z − α) + . . .
by its Taylor series expansion. Rearranging, we have
φ(z)− φ(α) = φ′(α)(z − α) + φ′′(α)(z − α) + · · ·+ φ(n)(z − α) + . . .
The ramification index of φ at α is the smallest n such that φ(n)(α) 6= 0, or
more formally
eα(φ) = ordα(φ(z)− φ(α))
(For the case where α =∞ or G(α) = 0, we make a linear change of variables
before the computation, as suggested in [DS, exercise 1.5].)
The ramification indices satisfies the important Riemann-Hurwitz formula:
Theorem 2.1.1 (Riemann-Hurwitz Formula). Let X, Y be compact Riemann
surfaces and f : X → Y a non-constant analytic map. Then




where g(X) and g(Y ) is the genus of X and Y respectively.
See [HS, Chapter 2].
We are interested in the case φ : P1(C)→ P1(C) with deg(φ) = d. Since the
genus of P1(C) is zero, the formula can be simplified to the following:





From this we can derive the following collorary:
Corollary 2.1.3. Let φ : P1(C)→ P1(C) be a rational map of degree d ≥ 1.
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(a) Let α ∈ P1(C). Then ∑
β∈φ−1(α)
eβ(φ) = d





Proof. (a) First suppose that α 6= ∞ and ∞ 6∈ φ−1(α). Write φ(z) =
F (z)/G(z) as before and let φ−1(α) = {β1, . . . , βr}. Then the βi’s satisfy
F (βi)
G(βi)
= φ(βi) = α
F (βi)− αG(βi) = 0
so that the βi’s are exactly roots of the polynomial H(z) := F (z) − αG(z).
Hence we have a factorization
F (z)− αG(z) = c(z − β1)e1(z − β2)e2 · · · (z − βr)er
Denoting H(k)(z) as the k-th derivative of H(z), we see that
H(ei−1)(βi) 6= 0, Hei(βi) = 0
which shows that the ei’s are the ramification indices of βi’s. i.e. ei = eβi(φ).
Let fd, gd be coefficient of z
d for F (z), G(z) respectively and note that deg(H)
depends on fd − αgd. If either fd = 0 or gd = 0 then we have deg(H) = d,




which is impossible since ∞ 6∈ φ−1(α). This means that deg(H) = d. Hence∑r
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2.1.3 Rational Functions with Infinitely Many Integral
Points in Orbit
We shall use the Riemann-Hurwitz formula to characterize rational functions
φ(z) ∈ C(z) that has iterations equivalent to a polynomial. i.e. φn(z) ∈ C[z]
for some n ≥ 0. We remark, when restricted to Q[z], such rational functions
always have orbits with infinitely many integral points. This will become rel-
evant when we next study rational functions and integral points in its orbits.
Whereas for all other types of rational functions, the number of integral
points in any orbit will always be finite. These claims will be proved in the
last chapter.
Theorem 2.1.4. Let φ : P1(C)→ P1(C) be a rational map with degree d ≥ 2.
If φn(z) ∈ C[z] for some n ≥ 1, then
(a) φ(z) ∈ C[z], or
(b) φ2(z) ∈ C[z] and φf (z) = z−d for some f(z) = az + b ∈ C[z].
Proof. Since φn(z) is a polynomial, φn(α) =∞ if and only if α =∞. Hence
(φn)−1(∞) = {∞}. Consider the orbit
Oφ(∞) = {φi(∞) : i ≥ 0}
where φ0(∞) = φn(∞) = ∞. Starting at i = n, we consider the back orbit
φ−1(φi(∞)). Suppose at some i the set φ−1(φ−i(∞)) consists of two different
points. Then at each subsequent back orbit by applying φ−1 we must have
at least two unique points and by induction we see that φ−n(∞) has more
than 1 point, contradicting (φn)−1(∞) = {∞}. Therefore φi(∞) is totally
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ramified at each i and eφi(∞)(φ) = d. Let m be the smallest m such that








(eφi(∞)(φ)− 1) = m(d− 1)
Since d ≥ 2, d− 1 6= 0 and therefore m ≤ 2. If m = 1, then φ(∞) =∞ and
φ−1(∞) = {∞}. Hence φ(z) has no poles and is a polynomial. i.e. case (a).
Suppose instead that m = 2, so that φ(∞) = α 6= ∞ and φ(α) = ∞. The
second equality tells us that φ(z) has a pole z − α. We have φ−1(∞) = {α},
which says that z − α is the only pole. Therefore φ(z) = F (z)/(z − α)r
for some r. Observe that φ(∞) = α. If degF > r, then φ(∞) = ∞.
Conversely, if degF < r then φ(∞) = 0. Therefore degF = r = d and
φ(z) = F (z)/(z − α)d. We have one last equality: φ−1(α) = {∞}. This says
that φ(z) = α has only 1 solution ∞, or equivalently φ(z)− α = 0 has only
1 solution ∞. Therefore
φ(z)− α = F (z)− α(z − α)
d
(z − α)d
has no zeroes, which means F (z)− α(z − α)d = β ∈ C∗. Hence we have
φ(z) =
F (z)
(z − α)d =
β + α(z − α)d
(z − α)d =
β
(z − α)d + α
Let g(z) = z + α and h(z) = β1/(d+1)z, then
φg(z) = (z − α) ◦
(
β
(z − α)d + α
)
◦ (z + α) = (z − α) ◦ (βz−d + α) = βz−d
(φg)h(z) = (β−1/(d+1)z)◦(βz−d)◦(β1/(d+1)z) = (β−1/(d+1)z)◦(β1/(d+1)z−d) = z−d
Therefore letting f(z) = (g ◦ h)(z) = β1/(d+1)z + α, we have φf (z) =
(φg)h(z) = z−d. This completes the proof for (b).
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Remark 2.1.5. Theorem [2.1.4] says that if φ(z) ∈ C(z) and φn(z) ∈ C[z],
then necessarily we have φ(z) = (z−d)f (z) for some f(z) = az + b ∈ C[z].
The converse is also true: let φ(z) be as described above, then
φ2(z) = (f−1 ◦ (z−d)◦ f)2(z) = (f−1 ◦ (z−d)◦ (z−d)◦ f)(z) = (f−1 ◦ zd2 ◦ f)(z)
Therefore φ2(z) ∈ C[z], since f−1(z), f(z), zd2 ∈ C[z].
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2.2 Algebraic Number Theory
Unique Factorization in K and the Norm Map
Let K = Q(θ) be a Number Field of degree d with ring of integers OK . Let
α1, α2, αr and αr+1, αr+2, . . . , αr+2s correspond to the real and complex roots
of the minimal polynomial of θ over Q (i.e. r + 2s = d). Then each root αi
induces embeddings σi of K into R and C:
σi : K → C =
{
σi : K → R 1 ≤ i ≤ r
σi : K → C r + 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 2s
(2.1)
by setting the action of σi as σi(θ) = αi.
The norm function N of a ideal I ⊂ OK is the multiplicative map
N : {fractional ideals in OK} → Q
Let a ∈ K∗. Then N extends to a by setting N(a) = N(aOK), treating a as
a principal ideal. The product of the embeddings of a is related to its norm:




where |σia| correspond to the usual real and complex norms. This gives us
a way to measure the ”size” of an element a in terms of integers.
On the other hand, N(aOK) can also be expressed products of norms of
prime ideals. As OK is a Dedekind domain, the ideal aOK has a unique




where more commonly we write ei = ordpi(a). Since the norm function is
multiplicative, if I, J are ideals of OK then:
N(IJ) = N(I) N(J)
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We shall see next that this is related to its product formula.
Absolute Values and Product Formula
An absolute value on a field K is a map
| · | : K → R
satisfying the following conditions:
(i) |a| ≥ 0, |a| = 0 if and only if a = 0.
(ii) |ab| = |a||b|
(iii) |a+ b| ≤ |a|+ |b|
An abolute value is non-Archimedean if it satisfies the ultrametric
|a+ b| ≤ max{|a|, |b|},
otherwise it is Archimedean.
Let a ∈ Q and p be a rational prime. Then we may write a = prm/n for
some unique m,n such that p - mn. The p-adic absolute value | |p is then
given as |a|p = p−r. Let | |∞ correspond to the usual absolute value on Q.
It can be shown that [LF] these are the only absolute values on Q, where
| |p is non-Archimedean and | |∞ is Archimedean. The absolute values on
Q satisfy the product formula: ∏
v
|a|v = 1 (2.6)
where | | is taken over all rational primes and ∞.
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For a Number Field, the product formula also applies provided we choose
the absolute values appropriately. The following paragraph describes what
adjustments we can make to a given absolute value.
An absolute value gives rise to a Topology on the Field, as each absolute
value induces a metric d(a, b) = |a− b|. Hence two absolute values | |1 and
| |2 are considered equivalent if they define the same Toplogy, which we write
as | |1 ∼ | |2. An equivalence class of absolute values in K is called a place.
We denote the set of places in K as MK .
Each R and C embeddings given in (2.5) induces an Archimedean absolute
value v.
|a|v = |σi(a)|, 1 ≤ i ≤ r + 2s (2.7)
On the other hand, each nonzero prime ideal p ofOK gives a non-Archimedean
absolute value v.
|a|v = N(p)− ordp(a) (2.8)
Therefore they are representatives in their places.
It can be shown that the places are pairwise distinct and more importantly,
each place contains a representative of the form (2.7) or (2.8). A proof can
also be found in [LF].
Denote M0K and M
∞
K as the set of non-Archimedean and Archimedean places.
Then we have
M0K ∪M∞K = MK (2.9)
The previous paragraph tells us that we can choose a representative in each















so that the product formula holds. We shall see that this is important for
defining heights in projective space over Number Fields.
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so that | |v is scaled by the exponent nv = epfp, where ep and fp are the
ramification index and initial degree of p. Let p be lying above the rational
prime p, then N(p) = pfp and (2.10) can be written as:
|a|v = N(p)
− ordp(a)
epfp = pordp(a)/ep (2.11)
It can be shown that
nv = epfp = [Kp : Qp] (2.12)
where Kp is the completion of K at | |v and Qp is the completion of Q at
restriction of | |v to Q. Equation (2.12) shows the significance of nv, which
is commonly called the local degree of v.
Similarly, for v ∈ M∞K we set nv = 1 and nv = 2 corresponding to the real
and complex embeddings. The values nv again correspond to the degree of
extension of the embeddings, except that now it is considered over R (since
they evaluate to values in R). i.e. nv = 2 = [C : R]. Then for each complex
conjugate pairs v1, v2:
|a|v1|a|v2 = |a|2v1 = |a|nvv1
Hence we can replace each complex conjugate pairs in the 2s absolute values
in the product formula to just one of them.
The new product formula becomes∏
v∈MK
|a|nvv = 1 (2.13)
We end with a remark that this form is useful since for an extension L/K
we have the extension formula:∑
w∈ML,w|v
nw = nv [L : K] (2.14)
where w|v means w lies above v. Summarizing, the valuations are:
|a|v =
{
pordp(a)/ep p = v ∈M0K
|σi(a)| v ∈M∞K
(2.15)
and we shall be using this form for subsequent sections.
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2.3 Resultant of a Rational Map
Let K be a field. A rational map φ : P1(K) → P1(K) is given by a pair of
homogeneous polynomials
φ = [F (X, Y ), G(X, Y )]
where F (X, Y ), G(X, Y ) ∈ K[X, Y ] have no common roots in P1(K). Let
degF = m and degG = n, then they can be written as
F (X, Y ) = a0X
m + a1X
m−1Y + · · ·+ amY m
G(X, Y ) = b0X
n + b1X
n−1Y + · · ·+ bnY n
The resultant of two homogenous polynomials Res(F,G) and rational func-
tion φ is defined as follows:
Definition 2.3.1 (Resultant of a rational function).
Res(F,G) = det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a0 a1 a2 · · · am
a0 a1 a2 · · · am
a0 a1 a2 · · · am
. . . . . .





b0 b1 b2 · · · bn
b0 b1 b2 · · · bn
b0 b1 b2 · · · bn
. . . . . .





We define resultant of a rational function φ = [F (X, Y ), G(X, Y )] as
Res(φ) = Res(F,G) (2.17)
Since the matrix is entirely in {ai, bj}, therefore Res(F,G) is a polynomial
in Z[a0, . . . , am, b0, . . . , bn]. We also note that
φ = [F (X, Y ), G(X, Y )] = [cF (X, Y ), cG(X, Y )]
for any c ∈ K∗. In that case the matrix is multiplied by a constant c and we
have
Res(cF, cG) = cm+n Res(F,G)
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by the property of determinants. This means Res(φ) is only well-defined up
to multiplication by cm+n. However, we shall see in subsequent chapters that
if we consider Res(φ) with respect to a prime p in K, then there exists a
local minimal resultant Resp(φ) which is well-defined up to multiplication by
um+n where u is a p-unit.
The resultant of a rational function satisfies the following proposition, which
will be relevant throughout the thesis.
Proposition 2.3.2. Let F (X, Y ), G(X, Y ) ∈ K[X, Y ]. The resultant Res(F,G)
satisfies the following properties:
(a) Res(F,G) = 0 if and only if F and G has a common zero in P1(K).
(b) Suppose a0b0 6= 0 and
F (X, Y ) = a0
m∏
i=1
(X − αiY ), G(X, Y ) = b0
n∏
j=1










(c) There exists homogeneous polynomials
f1, f2, g1, g2 ∈ Z[a0, . . . , am, b0, . . . , bn][X, Y ]
where deg f1 = deg f2 = n− 1 and deg g1 = deg g2 = m− 1 such that
f1(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g1(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = Res(F,G)X
m+n−1
f2(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g2(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = Res(F,G)Y
m+n−1
Proof. (a) This is a direct consequence of (b), so we prove that instead.
(b) We prove by induction on degrees m and n. We assume that degF ≤
degG and prove this case. For the other case degF > degG, we can
simply swap the polynomials and see that:
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Note that the (−1)m+n factor is due to the fact that we are swapping
rows in the resultant matrix of Res(F,G), causing the determinant to
change by that factor.
Using long division, we may write G(X, Y ) as
G(X, Y ) = Q(X, Y )F (X, Y ) +R(X, Y )
such that Q(X, Y ), R(X, Y ) ∈ K[X, Y ] and deg(R) < deg(F ). Let
degR = k < m.
Using the equation above, we can perform a similar row operation on
the resultant matrix for Res(F,G). Write
Q(X, Y ) = q0X
t + q1X
t−1Y + · · ·+ qkY t
Then





This can be viewed as t+1 subtractions of F (X, Y ), each by a multiple
of some qi, on G(X, Y ).
On the resultant matrix for Res(F,G) this is akin to subtracting the
(n+1)-th row by rows 1, 2, . . . , t+1, each with a some multiple qi. Doing
the same operations for rows n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , n+m (thus subtracting
row i by rows i+ j, 1 ≤ j ≤ t+ 1) results in the following matrix M :
M :=

a0 a1 · · · · · · am
a0 a1 · · · · · · am
. . . . . . . . .
a0 a1 · · · · · · am
· · · r0 r1 · · · rk
· · · r0 r1 · · · rk
. . . . . . . . .
· · · r0 r1 · · · rk

where the first m− k elements of row n+ 1 are zeroes. Notice that the
determinant remains unchanged.
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Suppose R(X, Y ) = 0. Then Res(F,G) = det(M) = 0. On the other
side,
G(X, Y ) = Q(X, Y )F (X, Y ).








(αi − βj) = 0 = Res(R,G).
Suppose otherwise that R(X, Y ) 6= 0. Then repeated expanding of the
determinant on first column gives us
Res(F,G) = det(M) = an−k0 det(M
′)
where M ′ is the matrix below (k rows of ai’s, then m rows of ri’s):
M ′ :=

a0 a1 · · · · · · am
a0 a1 · · · · · · am
. . . . . . . . .
a0 a1 · · · · · · am
r0 r1 · · · · · · rk
r0 r1 · · · · · · rk
. . . . . . . . .
r0 r1 · · · · · · rk

We see that det(M ′) = Res(F,R). Write R(X, Y ) = r0
∏k
i=0(X−γiY ).
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By induction, we have










































since F (αi, 1) = 0. Therefore























= a0b0(α1 − β1)
Note that here F (X, Y ) = a0X + a1Y,G(X, Y ) = b0X + b1Y . This
completes the proof for degF ≤ degG.
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(c) Consider the following matrix equation:
a0 a1 · · · am
a0 a1 · · · am
. . . . . .
a0 a1 · · · am
b0 b1 · · · bn
b0 b1 · · · bn
. . . . . .














Xn−1F (X, Y )
Xn−2Y F (X, Y )
...
Y n−1F (X, Y )
Xm−1G(X, Y )
Xm−2Y G(X, Y )
...
Y m−1G(X, Y )

Let the left matrix be M and multiply the equation by its adjucate














Xn−1F (X, Y )
Xn−2Y F (X, Y )
...
Y n−1F (X, Y )
Xm−1G(X, Y )
Xm−2Y G(X, Y )
...
Y m−1G(X, Y )

Denote {mij} the (i, j)-th element of M . Now taking the top and bottom
row, we obtain:
Res(F,G)Xm+n−1 = f1(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g1(X, Y )G(X, Y )
Res(F,G)Y m+n−1 = f2(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g2(X, Y )G(X, Y )
Since f1(X, Y ) and f2(X, Y ) are combinations of polynomials with degree at
most n − 1, we conclude that deg f1 = deg f2 = n − 1. Similar, deg g1 =
deg g2 = m− 1.
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2.4 Heights In Projective Space
The height function H of a point P in a variety X is a function:
H : X → R (2.18)
where H(P ) gives us a measurement of the arithmetic complexity of P . There
are many ways to define such a function, but we are interested in the ones
that also:
(1) Satisfies finiteness condition: for fixed d and B, only finitely many
points β such that
H(β) ≤ B, [Q(β) : Q] ≤ d
(2) Translate geometric relations into arithmetic relations.
(3) Has good behavior with respect to algebraic functions.
The last condition is useful since we are often interested in how the arithmetic
complexity of P changes under an algebraic function.
2.4.1 Height on PN(K)
Let K = Q(θ) be a Number Field of degree d. Denote a point P ∈ P1(K) as
P = [x0, . . . , xN ], x0, . . . , xN ∈ K.




max{|x0|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv (2.19)
Proposition 2.4.2. The Height function satisfies the following:
(1) HK(P ) is well-defined on PN(K).
(2) HK(P ) ≥ 1.
(3) Let L/K be a finite extension. Then
HL(P ) = HK(P )
[L:K]
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Proof. (1) Let Q ∼ P in PN(K). Then
Q = λP = [λx0, . . . , λxN ]

















{|xi|v}nv = HK(P )
where we used the product formula
∏
v∈MK |λ|nvv = 1.
(2) Let xi be a coordinate of P such that xi 6= 0. Then we may write
P = [x0/xi, . . . , xi/xi = 1, . . . , xN/xi]
Now each factor in the product of HK(P ) is at ≥ 1, hence HK(P ) ≥ 1.
(3) By (2.14), we have
∑



















{|xi|v}[L:K]nv = HK(P )[L:K]
In particular, part (3) of the proposition above allows us to define a height
function that does not depend on the choice of field.
Definition 2.4.3. Let P ∈ PN(Q). The absolute height of P is defined by




max{|x0|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv/[K:Q] (2.20)
We show that this definition is indeed independent of the choice of field. Let
K be a number field and L/K a finite extension.
HL(P )
1/[L:Q] = (HK(P )
[L:K])1/[L:Q] = HK(P )
[L:K]/[L:Q] = HK(P )
1/[K:Q]
Therefore HL(P )
1/[L:Q] = HK(P )
1/[K:Q] = H(P ), which means we may choose
to embed P in any field for computing H(P ). Since the absolute height is
strictly ≥ 1, we can define its logarithm:
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Definition 2.4.4. The absolute logarithmic height h of P is defined by
h(P ) = log(H(P ))
As a simple application, we derive a commonly used expression for points P
in PN(Q).
Proposition 2.4.5. Let P = [x0, . . . , xN ] ∈ PN(Q) with x0, . . . , xN ∈ Z and
gcd(x0, . . . , xN) = 1. Then
H(P ) = max{|x0|, . . . , |xN |}
Proof. Consider the factor from any prime p ∈MQ:
max{|x0|p, . . . , |xN |p} = c
Since gcd(x0, . . . , xN) = 1, there must be some xi such that |xi|p = 1. Now




max{|x0|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv
= max{|x0|, . . . , |xN |}
∏
p prime
max{|x0|p, . . . , |xN |v}1
= max{|x0|, . . . , |xN |}
We end this subsection with an elementary proposition in the affine case,
which we will need in a later chapter:
Proposition 2.4.6. Let x, y ∈ KN Then
H(xm) = H(x)m, H(xy) ≤ H(x)H(y), H(x+ y) ≤ 2H(x)H(y)































max{|x1|v, . . . , |xN |v}
)nv ( ∏
v∈MK








max{|x1 + y1|v, . . . , |xN + yN |v}nv
For non-archimedean v, we have
max{|x1 + y1|v, . . . ,|xN + yN |v}nv ≤ max
1≤i≤N
{max{|xi|v, |yi|v}}nv
≤ max(max{|x1|v, . . . , |xN |v}max{|y1|v, . . . , |yN |v})nv
= max{|x1|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv max{|y1|v, . . . , |yN |v}nv
On the other hand, for archimedean v we have
max{|x1 + y1|v, . . . ,|xN + yN |v}nv = max{|x1 + y1|nvv , . . . , |xN + yN |nvv }
≤ max
1≤i≤N
{max{|xi|nvv + |yi|nvv }}
≤ max
1≤i≤N
{2 max{|xi|nvv , |yi|nvv }}
≤ 2 max{|x1|nvv , . . . , |xN |nvv }max{|y1|nvv , . . . , |yN |nvv }
= 2 max{|x1|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv max{|y1|v, . . . , |yN |v}nv
Combining all the absolute values, we obtain:
HK(x+ y) ≤ 2[K:Q]
∏
v∈MK
max{|x1|v, . . . , |xN |v}nv max{|y1|v, . . . , |yN |v}nv
= 2[K:Q]HK(x)HK(y)
H(x+ y) = HK(x+ y)
1/[K:Q] ≤ (2[K:Q]HK(x)HK(y))1/[K:Q] = 2H(x)H(y)
This completes the proof.
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2.4.2 Finiteness of Projective Algebraic Varieties
Let B ∈ R. We observe that the set
{P ∈ PN(Q) : H(P ) ≤ B}
is finite. Thus it satisfies the finiteness condition as mentioned in the start
of this section. Our next goal is to show a similar statement in PN(Q).
The natural step is to consider if the set
{P ∈ PN(Q) : H(P ) ≤ B}
is finite. It is easy to see that this is not the case even if we set B = 1, the
lowest possible. For each n ∈ N, we have the primitive n-th root ζn ∈ Q and
hence P = [ζn, 1, 1, . . . , 1] ∈ PN(Q). Since ζn has norm 1, H(P ) = 1 and
P belongs to the set. Hence the set has the infinite elements: 1, ζ2, ζ3, . . . .
A possible refinement is to consider only elements with coordinates of finite
degree over Q. We need a way to define the degree of extension of a point in
PN , N ≥ 1. Hence we have the following definition:
Definition 2.4.7. Let P ∈ PN(Q) and choose some coordinate xi 6= 0. The
field of definition of P is the field K given as








It is the smallest field so that P is defined over PN(K).
Remark 2.4.8. It is important to invert an element, for otherwise we may
multiply coordinates by some λ ∈ PN(Q) with [Q(λ) : Q] arbitrarily high
degree. i.e.
P = [x0, . . . , xN ] = [λx0, . . . , λxN ]
Then [Q(P ) : Q] can be made arbitrarily high and not unique for a fixed P .
We can show that, then, Q(P ) is well-defined, i.e. independent on the choice





, . . . ,
xj
xi








, . . . ,
xi
xj
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Since xj/xi ∈ K, so xi/xj = (xj/xi)−1 ∈ K. Then multiplying xi/xj to all
adjointed coordinates in K shows that K ⊆ L. (say x0/xi · xi/xj = x0/xj)
Similarly, we can show that L ⊆ K so that K ∼= L.
With the above definition, we want to show that the following set is finite
for a fixed B and d:
{P ∈ PN(Q) : H(P ) ≤ B and [Q(P ) : Q] ≤ d}
We shall also note that this implies
{P ∈ PN(K) : HK(P ) ≤ B[K:Q]}
is finite for any K with [K : Q] ≤ d, since each P ∈ PN(K) ⊂ PN(Q) satisfies
H(P ) = HK(P )
1/[K:Q] ≤ B
[Q(P ) : Q] ≤ [K : Q] ≤ d
and hence satisfies the first set. Before that, we require the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.9. Let P ∈ PN(Q) and σ be an element of the Galois group
G of Q over Q. Then
H(σ(P )) = H(P )
Proof. Let K be a number field where P ∈ PN(K). Then the automorphism
onQ induces an isomorphism σ : K → σ(K). Hence we have an identification
of absolute values on K and σ(K):
σMK →Mσ(K), v 7→ σ(v),
satisfying
|σ(x)|σ(v) = |x|v
Clearly we must also have an isomorpism on the completions, so that nv =


















{|xi|v}nv = HK(P )
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Since [K : Q] = [σ(K) : Q] = d, taking d roots completes the proof
H(σ(P )) = Hσ(K)(σ(P ))
1/[σ(K):Q] = HK(P )
1/[K:Q] = H(P )
We now prove the well known theorem by Northcott [PP], which will be our
main result for the section:
Theorem 2.4.10. Let B,D be constants. Then the set
{P ∈ PN(Q) : H(P ) ≤ B and [Q(P ) : Q] ≤ D}
is finite. In particular, for any fixed number field K, the set
{P ∈ PN(K) : HK(P )] ≤ B
is finite.
Proof. Choose a homogenous coordinates P = [x0, . . . , xN ] such that one of
the xi’s equals 1. Let K = Q(x0, . . . , xN). Then for each absolute value v
and index i we have














B ≥ H(P ) = HK(P )1/[K:Q] ≥ HK(xi)1/[K:Q] = H(xi)
and we get a bound H(xi) ≤ B for each xi. Therefore it suffices to show that
each xi comes from a finite set. i.e. we reduced the problem to 1 dimensional.
Since [Q(xi) : Q] may possibly be D, this means that we must show
{x ∈ Q : H(x) ≤ B and [Q(x) : Q] ≤ D}
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is a finite set. Suppose x has degree d over Q. Let x1, x2, . . . , xd be its set of








where pj(x) are the symmetric polynomials in x1, . . . , xd, which are integers.
Our goal is to show that each of them are bounded.




xi1 · · · xij |v ≤ max
1≤i1<···<ij≤d
|xi1 · · ·xij |v ≤ max
1≤i≤d
|xi|jv




which holds irregardless of max1≤i≤d |xi|v ≥ 1 or max1≤i≤d |xi|v < 1. Com-
bining all pj(x)’s as above, we get






















Similar to the non-archimedean case, we can combine all pj(x)’s to get
max{|p0(x)|v, . . . , |pd(x)|v} ≤ 2d max
1≤i≤d
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Now combining all absolute values, we have
HK(p0(x), . . . , pd(x)) =
∏
v∈MK




















where H(x1) = H(x2) = · · · = H(xd) since x1, . . . , xd are conjugates. But
now pj(x)’s are integers bounded by a constant 2
DBD
2
, so they must be from
a finite set. This means that the minimal polynomial P (T ) can only have
finitely many combinations. Therefore the set
{x ∈ Q : H(x) ≤ B and [Q(x) : Q] ≤ D}
must be finite.
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2.5 Diophantine Analysis
Let K be a number field, S a finite set of absolute values of K and RS the
ring of S-integers of K. The fundamental result that we require is Roth’s
theorem in Diophantine Analysis [DG, Theorem D.2.1]:
Theorem 2.5.1 (Roth’s Theorem). Let K be a number field, let S ⊂ MK
be a finite set of absolute values on K, and assume that each absolute value
in S has been extended in some way to K. Let α ∈ K and  > 0 be given.
Then there are only finitely many β ∈ K satisfying the inequality∏
v∈S
min{‖β − α‖v, 1} ≤ 1
HK(β)2+
Proof. See [DG, page 304].
With Roth’s theorem we can prove our main application, which is a theorem
by Siegel and Mahler [DG, Theorem D.8.1]: that any S-unit equation has
only finitely many solutions in RS. We shall later see that this tool suffices
to prove our two main finiteness theorems in this chapter.
Theorem 2.5.2. Let K/Q be a number field and let S ⊂MK be a finite set
of absolute values on K that includes all the archimedean absolute values. If
RS is the ring of S-integers of K, then the S-unit equation
U + V = 1
has only finitely many solutions in S-units (U, V ) ∈ R∗S2.
Proof. Suppose instead that there are infinitely many (U, V ) ∈ R∗S2 satisfying
the equation. Let s be the number of absolute values in S and set m = 2s+1.








m and define the map
{(U, V ) ∈ R∗S2 | U + V = 1} → A× A
(U, V ) 7→ (a, b)
so that U/a, V/b ∈ R∗Sm. Since the set on the left is infinite but the set on
the right is finite, there is some (a, b) such that infinitely many (U, V ) maps
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to (a, b). For each (U, V ), since U/a, V/b ∈ R∗Sm, there are X, Y ∈ R∗S such
that
U = aXm, V = bY m
Therefore we have converted the original S-unit equation into a new one:
aXm + bY m = 1









Intuitively, this equation is hard to satisfy for sufficiently large m. We shall
see later that our choice of m could not have yield infinitely many solutions.
Letting α = m




















We next show that there is a constant C1 depending only on K and S such




∣∣∣∣XY − ζ ′α
∣∣∣∣
v
≥ |ζ ′α− ζα|v ≥ C1
The first inequality is just the triangle inequality, which always holds. Since
K and S are fixed, the choice of A can also be chosen to be fixed. Then
there are only finitely many choices (a, b) ∈ A2, so ζ, ζ ′, α also has finitely
many possibilities since they depend only on a, b,m. Therefore to satisfy the
second inequality, it suffices to set C1 as the minimum value of all possible
|ζ ′α− ζα|v (note v ∈ S also have finitely many possibilities).




Then for all ζ ∈ µm \ {ζ ′},∣∣∣∣XY − ζα
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣XY − ζ ′α
∣∣∣∣ ≥ C1
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which means ∣∣∣∣XY − ζα
∣∣∣∣ ≥ C12






















This statement says that for each (X, Y ), there is some ζ ∈ µm that we can
put in to satisfy the equation. Let us associate (X, Y ) to this ζ. Since there
are infinitely many (X, Y ), one of the µm, say η, has infinitely many (X, Y )


























We have shown that there are infinitely many (X, Y ) ∈ R∗S satisfying the
inequality above and the equation aXm + bY m = 1. For each such (X, Y ),
let w ∈ S be the absolute value that maximizes ‖Y ‖w. i.e. satisfying
‖Y ‖w = max{‖Y ‖v : v ∈ S}
We then assign (X, Y ) to the element w. Since there are infinitely many
(X, Y ), there is some w ∈ S that ends up with infinitely many (X, Y ). Note
that for this infinite set, each Y has maximum absolute value at w. The
reason for selecting this subset is apparant at the next inequality:














Thus we have made a connection between the height of Y to its maximum
absolute value. This would not have worked unless w maximizes ‖Y ‖w.
Recall that in proposition (2.4.6),
H(xm) = H(x)m, H(x+ y) ≤ 2H(x)HK(y) and H(xy) ≤ H(x)H(y)
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Combining with ‖Y ‖w ≥ HK(Y )1/s, we obtain










Now using the inequality earlier (which holds for any v ∈ S):
1




















where C5 = (C2C
m
4 ‖a‖w)−1. We have infinitely many (X, Y ) satisfying this
inequality, but by Roth’s theorem (2.5.1), this should should be finite. Hence
the contradiction implies that we cannot have infinitely many solutions to
the S-unit equation U + V = 1.
Now given the S-unit theorem, we first prove that elliptic curves and hyper-
elliptic curves have only finitely many integral points. This is a theorem by
Siegel [DG, Theorem D.8.3].
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Theorem 2.5.3. Let f(X) ∈ K[X] be a polynomial of degree d ≥ 3 with
distinct roots in K. Then the equation
Y 2 = f(X)
has only finitely many solution in (X, Y ) ∈ R2S.
Proof. Over K, f(X) factors as
f(X) = a(X − α1)(X − α2) · · · (X − αd)
By enlarging K to contain α1, . . . , αd, we may assume that f(x) factors over
K. In addition, we adjoint primes p ∈MK into S such that
(i) a ∈ R∗S and α1, . . . , αd ∈ RS.
(ii) αi − αj ∈ R∗S for all i 6= j.
(iii) RS is a principal ideal domain.
Each process can only increase the number of solutions, hence it suffices to
consider our problem in the larger sets, for K and RS.
Suppose (x, y) ∈ R2S is a solution. Let p be a prime ideal in RS. If p divides
x− αi for some i, then for any j 6= i we have
x− αj = (x− αi) + (αi − αj) ≡ αi − αj 6≡ 0 (mod p)
since αi−αj is a unit in RS. So p divides only x−αi. Since f(x) = y2 and a
is a unit, p also divides y2. Hence ordp(x−αi) must be even. Thus the ideal














where ai is an ideal in RS. Since RS is a principal domain, ai = giRS for
some gi ∈ RS. Then
(x− αi)RS = g2iRS
therefore x− αi = uig2i for some unit ui ∈ R∗S. Now we note that
uig
2
i − ujg2j = (x− αi)− (x− αj) = αj − αi ∈ R∗S
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If ui, uj are squares, then we can factor uig
2














uigi−√ujgj are units in some extension. Therefore
we define the field
L = K(
√
u | u ∈ R∗S)
so that in L we have ui =
√
ui





= b2 in L).
Before we proceed, it is necessary to show that L/K is a finite extension: at
a later stage we want to solve an S-unit equation in L, which requires L to
be a number field. This is done by showing that {√u : u ∈ R∗S} is a finite set
of r elements, so that [L : K] ≤ 2r. This set is in fact generated by R∗S/R∗S2,
since only squarefree elements becomes new elements under squareroot. By




2 is a finite set and therefore L is a finite extension of K.
Let T be the places lying over S and consider instead the equation Y 2 = f(X)
in L with (x, y) ∈ R2T . Since each solution in R2S still holds in this case, we are
merely considering a larger ring with (possibly) additional solutions. Now in
L, we have
x− αi = uig2i = v2i g2i = h2i
for some vigi = hi ∈ RT . We note that, for i 6= j,
αj − αi = (x− αi)− (x− αj) = h2i − h2j = (hi + hj)(hi − hj)
Since αj −αi ∈ R∗S, this shows that hi +hj and hi−hj are both units in RT .
Now using the fact that there at least 3 roots α1, α2, α3 for f(X), we have
h1 − h2
h1 − h3 +
h2 − h3
h1 − h3 = 1,
h1 + h2
h1 − h3 +
h3 + h2
h3 − h1 = 1
i.e. two equations from Siegel’s identities. Since each term is a unit in RT , by
S-unit equation there are only finitely many possibilities for each equation.
We now use the identity
h1 − h2
h1 − h3 ·
h1 + h2
h1 − h3 =
h21 − h22
(h1 − h3)2 =
α2 − α1
(h1 − h3)2
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Since left hand side has finitely many possibilities and α2−α1 is a constant,










((h1 − h3) + (h1 + h3)) = h1
shows that similarly there are only finitely many possible h1. Then since
x = α1 + h
2
1, this shows that there only finitely many possible x. For each x,
at most two values are possible for y. Therefore we can conclude that there
are only finitely many possible (x, y) ∈ R2S such that y2 = f(x).
The equation in theorem (2.5.3) defines elliptic and hyperelliptic curves,
which gives us the following corollary:
Corollary 2.5.4. There are only finitely many integer points in elliptic and
hyperelliptic curves.
In fact, this result extends to all smooth projective curves of genus ≥ 1 and
nonconstant rational functions (rather than just polynomials). We note that
this theorem is due to Siegel.
Theorem 2.5.5. Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus g ≥ 1 and
K(C) be its function field over K. For any nonconstant f ∈ K(C), the set
{P ∈ C(K) | f(P ) ∈ RS}
is finite.
Proof. See [DG, Theorem D.9.1].
Given an affine curve, we can consider its projective closure, which is a strictly
larger set. Theorem (2.5.5) says that all curves of genus ≥ 1 has only finitely
many integral points. In other words, only genus zero curves many have
infinitely many integral points. Recall that a smooth projective curve C of
genus zero over K is isomorphic to P1 if it possesses a K-rational point, so
indeed there must be infinitely many integral points. For example, the curve
C : X2 − 3Y 2 = 1
over Q has infinitely many integer points (X, Y ) ∈ Z2 given by
X +
√
3Y = (2 +
√
3)n, n ∈ Z,
which is just the solution of the Pell’s equation.
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For our purposes, we shall eventually be interested in studying rational func-
tions φ : P1 → P1. This same example above tells us that the image can have
infinitely many integer points. Let φ(z) ∈ Q(z) and φ = [F (X, Y ), X2−3Y 2],
where F (X, Y ) can be any nonconstant polynomial (such that F,G have no
common roots over K). Then the solutions to C as listed above shows that
φ(X, Y ) = [F (X, Y ), 1] is a integer point and therefore there are infinitely
many of them.
We might ask when might a rational function in P1 has only finitely many
integral points in its image then. The following theorem was first proved by
Siegel.
Theorem 2.5.6. Let φ(z) ∈ K(z) be a rational function with at least three
distinct poles in K. Then there are only finitely many α ∈ K such that
φ(α) ∈ RS.
Proof. Write φ = [F (X, Y ), G(X, Y )], where F,G ∈ K[X, Y ] are homoge-
neous polynomials. Over K, we have factorizations
F (X, Y ) = a
m∏
i=1
(X − αiY )di G(X, Y ) = b
n∏
j=1
(X − βjY )ej
By enlarging K to containing {αi, βj}, we may assume that F,G factors
completely in K. In addition, we adjoint primes p ∈MK into S such that
(i) a, b ∈ R∗S and α1, . . . , αm, β1, . . . , βn ∈ RS.
(ii) αi − βj ∈ R∗S for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
(iii) RS is a principal ideal domain.
Each process can only increase the number of solutions, hence it suffices to
consider our problem in the larger sets, for K and RS.
Let P ∈ P1(K) such that φ(P ) ∈ RS. Every element in K can be written
as a quotient of two elements in R, hence P = [A/C : B/D] for some
A,B,C,D ∈ R. Then P = [AD : BC] = [x : y] for some x, y ∈ R.
Furthermore, since x, y ∈ RS which is a principal ideal domain, we may also
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assume that gcd(x, y) = 1 in RS. Note that now F (x, y), G(x, y) ∈ RS. We
next show that F (x, y) and G(x, y) are also relatively prime. For any i, j:
(x− αiy)− (x− βjy) = (αi − βj)y
−βj(x− αiy) + αi(x− βjy) = (αi − βj)x
therefore r = gcd(x − αiy, x − βjy) must divide (αi − βj)y and (αi − βj)x.
But x, y are relatively prime, hence r | αi − βj ∈ R∗S. This shows that r
is a unit, hence x − αiy and x − βjy are relatively prime. Since the factors
of F (x, y), G(x, y) are pairwise relatively prime, F (x, y) and G(x, y) are also
relatively prime. Recall that F (x, y)/G(x, y) ∈ RS and F (x, y), G(x, y) ∈
RS, therefore G(x, y) divides F (x, y). But F (x, y) and G(x, y) are relatively
prime, hence G(x, y) ∈ R∗S. Consequently, each factor x − βjy of G(x, y) is
in R∗S. Now by Siegel’s identity, since β1, β2, β3 are distinct, we have:
β2 − β3




β2 − β1 ·
x− β2y
x− β3y = 1
Notice that all the multiplicative terms are units. Hence by S-unit equation
(Theorem 2.5.2), there are only finitely many possibilities for (x−β1y)/(x−
β3y). For the final step, we need to show that each correspond to a unique
(x, y) ∈ R∗S. Let γ = (x− β1y)/(x− β3y), then (1− γ)x = (β1 − γβ3)y and
[x : y] = [(1− γ)x : (1− γ)y] = [(β1 − γβ3)y : (1− γ)y] = [β1 − γβ3 : 1− γ]
P = [x : y] = [β1 − γβ3, 1 − γ] is well-defined, since P = [0 : 0] implies that
γ = 1 and then β1 = β3, which is not true. We observe that P is uniquely
determined by γ and there are only finitely many possible γ. Therefore there
are only finitely many possible P ∈ P1(K) satisfying φ(P ) ∈ RS.
We see that the S-unit theorem allow us to prove two main results:
(a) Elliptic/hyperelliptic curves, which are curves of genus ≥ 1 of the form
Y 2 = f(X), f(X) has ≥ 3 distinct roots
has only finitely many integral points.
(b) Rational functions φ(z) ∈ K(z) on P1(K) with ≥ 3 distinct poles has
only finitely many points P ∈ P1(K) such that φ(P ) ∈ RS.
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Similarly, (a) extends to all curves of genus ≥ 1: all such curves has only
finitely many integral points. Recall that one of our problems in Arithmetic
Dynamics might be to ask whether an orbit has infinitely many integral
points. Hence the results tells us that this problem is a priori not meaningful
on genus ≥ 1 curves, since even on the whole curve there are only finitely
many integral points.
Thus we shall only investigate the number of integral points on orbits over
P1, which we do so in chapter 4. In particular, we shall see that this can be
reduced to the case of (b), so that each orbit can only have finitely many
integral points.
Chapter 3
Preperiodic Points in Orbits
3.1 Finiteness of PrePer(φ,K)
Let φ : PN(K) → PN(K) be a rational function of degree d ≥ 2. Our main
objective is this section is to show that
PrePer(φ,K) (3.1)
is a finite set. The key ingredient to the proof lies in the following theorem:
Theorem 3.1.1. Let φ : PN(K)→ PM(K) be a morphism of degree d. Then
there are constants C1, C2 > 0, depending only on φ, such that
C1H(P )
d ≤ H(φ(P )) ≤ C2H(P )d for all P ∈ PN(K) (3.2)
Observe that this also holds for d = 1. The condition d ≥ 2 is only necessary
when we prove finiteness of PrePer(φ,K). As theorem (3.1.1) is considerably
much harder to prove over a Number Field and we shall elect to first prove
it in P1(Q).
Remark 3.1.2. φ describes a geometric relation between points (as map-
pings), while the height function translates this into a corresponding arith-
metic relation between the points. Recall that this is one of the desirable
properties of a height function as mentioned in section 2.
We now consider φ : P1(Q) → P1(Q), where we may compute the constants
C1, C2 explicitly. To ease notation, we make the following definition:
45
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Definition 3.1.3. Let F (X, Y ) = adX
d+ad−1Xd−1Y +· · ·+a0Y d ∈ Z[X, Y ].
The height of the polynomial H(F ) is defined as
H(F ) = |ad|+ |ad−1|+ · · ·+ |a0| (3.3)
The following lemma describes how H(F ) is used:
Lemma 3.1.4. Let P = [m,n] ∈ P1(Q) and gcd(m,n) = 1,mn 6= 0. Let
F (X, Y ) = fdX
d + fd−1Xd−1Y + · · ·+ f0Y d
G(X, Y ) = gdX
d + gd−1Xd−1Y + · · ·+ g0Y d
be degree d homogeneous polynomials in Z[X, Y ] (So fdgd 6= 0). Then
max{|F (m,n)|+ |G(m,n)|} ≤ max{H(F ) +H(G)}H(P )d (3.4)
Proof.
max{|F (m,n)|+ |G(m,n)|}
≤ max{|fd|||m|d + · · ·+ |f0||n|d, |gd||m|d + · · ·+ |g0||n|d}
≤ max{|fd|+ · · ·+ |f0|, |gd|+ · · ·+ |g0|}max{|m|, |n|}d
= max{H(F ), H(G)}H(P )d
Theorem 3.1.5. Let φ : P1(Q) → P1(Q) be a morphism of degree d ≥ 2.
i.e.
φ([X : Y ]) = [F (X, Y ) : G(X, Y )]









and adbd 6= 0. Then C1, C2 in equation (3.2) may be given as
C1 = max{H(f1) +H(g1), H(f2) +H(g2)}−1 (3.5)
C2 = max{H(F ), H(G)} (3.6)
for some f1(X, Y ), f2(X, Y ), g1(X, Y ), g2(X, Y ) ∈ Z[X, Y ] with homogeneous
degree d− 1 as defined in proposition (2.3.2).
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Proof. Let P = [m : n] ∈ P1(Q) with gcd(m,n) = 1 and mn 6= 0. Let
D = gcd(F (m,n), G(m,n)). We consider the inequality for C1. Let R =
Res(F,G). Then theorem (2.3.2) says that
f1(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g1(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = RX
2d−1
f2(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g2(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = RY
2d−1
for some f1(X, Y ), f2(X, Y ), g1(X, Y ), g2(X, Y ) ∈ Z[X, Y ] with homogeneous
degree d−1. Putting P into the equations and noting thatH(P ) = max{|m|, |n|}:
R ·H(P )2d−1 = max{|Rm2d−1|, |Rn2d−1|}
= max
i=1,2






{(|fi(m,n)|+ |gi(m,n)|) max{|F (m,n)|, |G(m,n)|}}
= max
i=1,2
{(|fi(m,n)|+ |gi(m,n)|)}H(φ(P )) ·D
= max
i=1,2
{H(fi) +H(gi)}H(P )d−1H(φ(P )) ·D
≤ max
i=1,2
{H(fi) +H(gi)}H(P )d−1H(φ(P )) ·R
H(P )d ≤ max{H(f1) +H(g1), H(f2) +H(g2)}H(φ(P ))
Rearranging, we have
C1H(P )
d ≤ H(φ(P )) (3.7)
where C1 = max{H(f1) +H(g1), H(f2) +H(g2)}−1.
We next consider the inequality for C2. By lemma (3.1.4),
H(φ(P )) = max {|F (m,n)/D| , |G(m,n)/D|}
≤ max{|F (m,n)|, |G(m,n)|}
≤ max{H(F ), H(G)}H(P )d
Hence we may take C2 = max{H(F ), H(G)}.
Proving the inequality involving C2 relatively straight forward with triangle
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the triangle inequality is in the wrong direction. Therefore we expressed m,n
in terms of F (m,n) and G(m,n), as shown in proposition (2.3.2), whence we
can form an expression for H(P ). We want to show that proposition (2.3.2)
extends to PN(K) as well so that we can repeat the process.
Consider φ : PN(K)→ PN(K) a morphism of degree d. i.e.
φ = [F0, F1, . . . , FN ] (3.8)
where Fi ∈ K[X0, . . . , XN ] can be given as polynomials. Then for computing





for suitable homogeneous polynomials Gij ∈ K[X0, . . . , XN ]. This will allow
us to compute









where we may exploit the triangle inequalites again. Expressions in equation
(3.9) is possible due to the following the argument via Nullstellensatz:
Theorem 3.1.6. Let φ : PN(K)→ PN(K) be a morphism of degree d, i.e.
φ = [F0, F1, . . . , FN ]
Then there exists some e ≥ 0 such that
Xe0 , X
e
1 , . . . , X
e
N ∈ (F0, F1, . . . , FN) (3.10)





where Gij are homogeneous polynomials of degree e− d.
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Proof. Consider the ideals
(X0, X1, . . . , XN), (F0, F1, . . . , FN)
We know that
V (F0, F1, . . . , FN) = ∅
since they do not have a common zero. Similarly,
V (X0, X1, . . . , XN) = ∅
since their zeroes is given by (0, 0, . . . , 0) which is undefined. For an ideal I,
denote
√
I as its radical. By Nullstellensatz [AG, I.1.3A],
V (X0, . . . , XN) = V (F0, . . . , FN)⇐⇒
√
X0, . . . , XN =
√
F0, . . . , FN
Hence we know that
Xeii ∈ (F0, F1, . . . , FN), 0 ≤ i ≤ N
for some ei ≥ 1. Taking e = lcm(e0, e1, . . . , eN), we have
Xe0 , X
e
1 , . . . , X
e
N ∈ (F0, F1, . . . , FN)





for some homogeneous polynomials Gij ∈ K[X0, X1, . . . , XN ]. Then
deg(Gij) = deg(Fj)− e = d− e,
which completes the proof.
Now we have all the necessary tools to prove theorem (3.1.1) for general case:
Proof of 3.1.1 over K. For Gij a homogeneous polynomial of degree e − d,
write it as
Gij(P ) = Gij,1(P ) +Gij,2(P ) + · · ·+Gij,r(P ) (3.12)
where each Gij,1, . . . , Gij,r are monomials in K[X0, . . . , XN ]. The number of
terms is given by
r =
(
N + e− d
e− d
)
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For all valuations, we also observe that
|a0 + a1 + · · ·+ aN |v ≤ |a0|v + |a1|v + · · ·+ |aN |v ≤ (N + 1) max
1≤i≤m
{|ai|v}
For simplicity, we first compute |P |v for any valuation v ∈MK :




































{|Gij,1|v + · · ·+ |Gij,r|v} · |P |e−dv · |φ(P )|v
}



















{|Gij|v}}})−1|P |dv ≤ |φ(P )|v (3.13)
Then exponentiating by nv we get a local height:




{|Gij|v}}})−nvH(P )dv ≤ H(φ(P ))v (3.14)
where the constant is independent of P . Now taking product over all v ∈MK :
C1HK(P )
d ≤ HK(φ(P ))
and we see that C1 is a product of constants independent of P .
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For the second inequality involving C2, we have a straightforward triangle
inequality:





{|fi,0(P ) + fi,1(P ) + · · ·+ fi,r(P )|v}
≤ max
0≤i≤N
{|fi,0(P )|v + |fi,1(P )|v + · · ·+ |fi,r(P )|v}
≤ max
0≤i≤N





{|fi,r|v}} · |P |dv
= r · max
0≤i≤N






is the (maximum) number of terms in each Fi.
Exponentiating by nv, we get a local height:
H(φ(P ))v = r · max
0≤i≤N
{H(Fi)v}H(P )dv (3.15)
and taking product over all v ∈MK we have
H(φ(P )) = r · max
0≤i≤N
{H(Fi)}H(P )d (3.16)
Now we have the tools to prove our main theorem. Taking logarithms for
theorem (3.1.1), we see that the left inequality becomes
h(φ(P )) ≥ d · h(P ) + C1 ≥ d · h(P )− |C1| (3.17)
Hence we may assume that
h(φ(P )) ≥ d · h(P )− C (3.18)
for some C > 0. Recall that the morphism φ can be given as
φ = [F (X0, . . . , XN), G(X0, . . . , XN)]
Inuitively, equation (3.17) says that the logarithmic height increases about
d times due to the degree d exponentiation of φ, since each monomial in F
and G is of degree d. It also says that while there may be some cancella-
tion between F and G, the cancellation must be bounded by a fixed constant.
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We next prove the main result of the section, which is the other well known
theorem by Northcott in [PP] (first being theorem 2.4.10). Note that the
passage of the proof, which followed [AD,DG,EC] starting from section 2, is
quite different from the original paper.
Theorem 3.1.7. Let K be a number field and φ : PN(K) → PN(K) be a
morphism of degree d with d ≥ 2. Then the logarithmic height h(P ) of any
preperiodic point P is bounded by a constant depending only on φ. Moreover,
PrePer(φ,PN(K))
is a finite set.
Proof. Let P ∈ PN(K). By equation (3.18), we have
h(φ(P )) ≥ dh(P )− C (3.19)
Suppose
h(φn(P )) ≥ dnh(P )− C(1 + d+ d2 + · · ·+ dn−1) (3.20)
which is true for n = 1 by equation (3.19). Then:
h(φn+1(P )) ≥ dh(φn(P ))− C
≥ d(dnh(P )− C(1 + d+ d2 + · · ·+ dn−1))− C
= dn+1h(P )− C(1 + d+ d2 + · · ·+ dn)
So by induction equation (3.20) is true for all n. Simplifying:
h(φn(P )) ≥ dnh(P )− C(1 + d+ d2 + · · ·+ dn−1)





≥ dnh(P )− C d
n
d− 1
≥ dnh(P )− Cdn
= dn(h(P )− C)
(3.21)
Suppose P is preperiodic, then φm(P ) is periodic for some m and
φm+n(P ) = φm(P )
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for the exact period of φm(P ). Then equation (3.21) tells us that
h(φm(P )) = h(φm+n(P ))
= h(φn(φm(P )))
≥ dn(h(φm(P ))− C)
(dn − 1)h(φm(P )) ≤ Cdn
h(φm(P )) ≤ Cd
n
dn − 1 ≤ 2C
Again by equation (3.21):
h(φm(P )) ≥ dm(h(P )− C)
Then combining the inequalities we have
dm(h(P )− C) ≤ 2C
h(P ) ≤ 2C
dm
+ C ≤ 3C
Therefore any periodic point has bounded absolute logarithmic height. This
bound is sharp since m can be 0, so that 2C/dm + C = 3C. This happens
when P has period 0, i.e φ(P ) = P .
By theorem (2.4.10) the set of points with bounded absolute logarithmic
height is finite. Therefore there are only finitely many preperiodic points.
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We end off the section with a simple example.
Example 3.1.8. Let φ : P1(Q)→ P1(Q) be given as
φ([X : Y ]) = [F (X, Y ), G(X, Y )] = [X2 − 8XY + 5Y 2 : X2 − 2XY + 4Y 2]
We compute its resultant
R = Res(φ) = 133 6= 0
which tells us that D = gcd(F (m,n), G(m,n)) ≤ 133 for any P = [m : n] ∈
P1(Q) with gcd(m,n) = 1. This allows us to compute C2:
C2 = max{H(F ), H(G)}max{|1|+ |8|+ |5|, |1|+ |2|+ |4|} = 14
Moreover, R is related to the equations
f1(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g1(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = RX
3
f2(X, Y )F (X, Y ) + g2(X, Y )G(X, Y ) = RY
3
Where the unique f1, f2, g1, g2 of homogeneous degree 1 will turn out to be
f1(X, Y ) = −48X + 88Y, g1(X, Y ) = 181X − 110Y
f2(X, Y ) = 6X − 11Y, g2(X, Y ) = −6X + 47Y
Now we may compute C1:
C1 = max{H(f1) +H(g1), H(f2) +H(g2)}−1
= max{|48|+ |88|+ |181|+ |110|, |6|+ |11|+ |6|+ |47|}−1 = 427−1
This translates into the inequalities
427−1H(P ) ≤ H(φ(P )) ≤ 14H(P )
For example, take P = −7487
6780
so that φ(P ) = 98856007
48778927
and we check that
427−1H(P )2 = 74872/427 ≤ 98856007 = H(φ(P )) ≤ 14 · 74872 = 14H(P )2
Recall that the first inequality says
h(φ(P )) ≥ h(P )− log 427 = h(P )− C
Then by theorem (3.17), any P ∈ PrePer(φ,P1(Q)) satisfies
h(P ) ≤ 3C = 3 log 427
H(P ) ≤ 4273 = 77854483
Therefore all preperiodic points have coordinates [m : n] ∈ [−77854483, 77854483]2.
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3.2 Uniform Boundedness Conjecture
In theorem (3.17), it was shown that there are only finitely many preperiodic
points for a given field K and rational function φ. A natural question is to
ask if the set PrePer(φ,K) can be arbitrarily large when we vary φ.
Proposition 3.2.1. For each d ≥ 2, there exists a rational function φ(z) ∈
Q(z) of degree d with a periodic point of primitive period 2d+ 1.
Proof. Choose z0, z1, . . . , z2d ∈ Z and zi 6= zj for i 6= j. Set φ(zi) = zi+1 for
i = 0, 1, . . . , 2d − 1 and φ(z2d) = z0. Since there are 2d + 2 coefficients for
φ(z), this defines 2d + 1 equations in 2d + 2 variables. Solving the linear
equations determines a rational function φ(z) with 2d + 1 periodic points
z0, . . . , z2d.
The above proposition shows that we can have periodic point of arbitrar-
ily large period, even with K restricted to Q. Similarly, we may ask if
PrePer(φ,K) can be arbitrarily large if we vary K, for a fixed φ(z) ∈ Q(z).
This is certainly the case: let α be a root of the polynomial φp(z) − z for
some prime p, then φp(α) = α so that α, φ(α), . . . , φp−1(α) are all periodic
points (They must be distinct unless φ(α) = α, but certainly we can find
some p where this does not happen). Now setting K = Q(α, φ), adjoining α
and coefficients of φ, this is a field of finite extension with at least p periodic
points. Then as we increase p we get arbitrarily many periodic points.
Therefore the next natural question is to ask what happens for φ with fixed
degree d and K a number field of fixed degree D. This is currently still a
conjecture (coming from [AD]):
Conjecture 3.2.2 (Uniform Boundedness Conjecture). Let d ≥ 2, D ≥ 1
and N ≥ 1. Then there is a constant C depending only on d,D and N such
that for any field K/Q of degree at most D and morphisms φ : PN(K) →
PN(K) of degree d,
|PrePer(φ,PN(K))| ≤ C
This is a very difficult conjecture: not much is known even the simplest case
d = 2, D = 1 and N = 1. In fact, even the case where φ(z) is a polyno-
mial of degree 2 (instead of rational function) is not completely solved. Let
φ(z) = rz2 + sz + t ∈ Q[z], then there is some f(z) ∈ PGL2(Q) such that
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φf (z) = z2 + c, hence it suffices to consider the dynamics of z2 + c for c ∈ Q.
The current status of this problem is as follows:
Theorem 3.2.3.
(a) [R3] There are infinitely many c ∈ Q such that φ(z) = z2+c has a periodic
point α ∈ Q of primitive period 1, 2 or 3.
(b) [R4] There is no c ∈ Q such that φ(z) = z2 + c has a periodic point α ∈ Q
of primitive period 4.
(c) [R5] There is no c ∈ Q such that φ(z) = z2 + c has a periodic point α ∈ Q
of primitive period 5.
(c) [R6] Assuming conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer is ture, there is
no c ∈ Q such that φ(z) = z2 + c has a periodic point α ∈ Q of primitive
period 6.
Proof. See [R3,R4,R5 and R6].
Chapter 4
Integral Points in Orbits
4.1 Finiteness of Integral Points in Orbits
Let K be a number field, φ(z) ∈ K(z) be a rational function and α ∈ P1(K).
In this section we study the number of integral points in Oφ(α). If α ∈
PrePer(φ,K) then this will be finite, hence we shall only consider the case
where α is a wandering point. We shall also assume that deg(φ) ≥ 2, since
the linear case is relatively uninteresting.
Suppose we have a rational function φ(z) ∈ Q(z) such that ψ(z) = φn(z) ∈
Z[z] for some n ≥ 0. Then for all α ∈ Z, we have ψ(α) ∈ Z. Since
ψn(z) ∈ Z[z] for all n, the orbit Oψ(α) consists of only integers. Further-
more, since all preperiodic points for φ(z) has bounded height by theorem
(3.1.7), by choosing α large enough it will be a wandering point. Then Oψ(α)
consists of infinitely many integers and hence similarly Oφ(α) has infinitely
many integers.
We can further generalize this to any number field K. Let R = OK be its ring
of integers and suppose we have φ(z) ∈ K(z) such that ψ(z) = φn(z) ∈ R[z].
Then choosing an integral point α ∈ R we have ψ(α) ∈ R, since algebraic
integers form a ring. Since ψn(z) ∈ R[z], Oψ(α) has only integral points.
In K the preperiodic points also have bounded height, therefore choosing α
with h(α) large enough once again Oψ(α) has infinitely many integral points.
This in turn says that Oφ(α) has infinitely many integral points.
57
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The previous two paragraphs showed that it is possible to have infinitely
many integral points in an orbit for any number field K. We have seen in
theorem (2.1.4) that all such φ(z) comes from (z−d)f (z) where f(z) = az+b ∈
R[z]. Furthermore, φ2(z) ∈ R[z].
We provide some examples to illustrate the idea more concretely.
Example 4.1.1. Let d = 2 and f(z) = 2z−3. Then f−1(z) = (z+ 3)/2 and
φ2(z) = (f−1 ◦ (z−2) ◦ f)2(z)




◦ z4 ◦ (2z − 3)
= 2(21− 54z + 54z2 − 24z3 + 4z4)
Now choosing z ≥ 24 we have
z4 − 24z3 ≥ 0, z4 − 54z ≥ z
2(21− 54z + 54z2 − 24z3 + 4z4) > z
and hence φ(z) is increasing and Oφ(24) has infinitely many integers.
The next natural step, then, is to consider other types of rational functions.
i.e. φ2(z) 6∈ C[z]. If α ∈ P1(K) is a wandering point, can its orbit contain
infinitely many integral points? It will turn out that this is not possible,
which is what we will prove next. However we shall specialize in the case
where K = Q, since ultimately the (currently) outstanding question is in
this setting. First, we require a lemma:
Lemma 4.1.2. Let φ(z) ∈ C(z) be a rational function of degree d ≥ 2 and
φ2(z) 6∈ C[z]. Then φ4(z) has at least 3 distinct poles. If d ≥ 3, then φ3(z)
has at least 3 distinct poles.
Proof. If α is a pole of φn(z), then α ∈ φ−n(∞). Let #φ−n(P ) denote the
number of points Q such that φn(Q) = P . We want to show that
#φ−4(∞) ≥ 3
Note that if P,Q ∈ P1(C) and P 6= Q, then {φ−1(P )} ∩ {φ−1(Q)} = ∅.
Therefore if #φ−3(∞) ≥ 3 then certainly #φ−4(∞) ≥ 3. Hence we assume
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that #φ−3(∞) ≤ 2. We want to show that #φ−3(∞) = 2 and not both
points are totally ramified (#φ−1(P ) = 1). Then one of the points P satis-
fies #φ−1(P ) ≥ 2 and they combine to give at least 3 points.
The only way for #φ−3(∞) = 1 is the following backward orbit:
∞→ P → Q→ R
If P = ∞ (resp. Q = ∞), then φ(z) (resp. φ2(z)) is a polynomial (other-
wise there will be other poles). This is not possible by assumption, hence
P,Q 6=∞. If P = Q then P = φ(Q) = φ(P ) =∞, which is also not possible.
Therefore {∞, P,Q} are 3 distinct totally ramified points.












(d−#φ−1(X)) = 3(d− 1)
which is impossible for d ≥ 2. Hence there are at most 2 totally ramified
points. The backward orbit above has 3 totally ramified points, therefore it
is not possible. This shows that #φ−3(∞) = 2.
There are 3 possible ways for this to happen (this diagram is for φ−1(z)):
Recall that we want to show R1, R2 are not both totally ramified. For (A),
we have seen earlier that {∞, P,Q} are distinct, except now that only ∞, P
are totally ramified. Suppose R1, R2 are totally ramified. Then {R1, R2} =
{∞, P}, say R2 = P . But now Q = φ(R2) = φ(P ) = ∞, contradicting
{∞, P,Q} are distinct.
For (B), P 6= ∞ and {∞, Q1, Q2} are totally ramified. But there can be
at most 2 totally ramified points, hence WLOG we may assume Q1 = ∞,
whence R1 = φ
−1(Q1) = φ−1(∞) = P . Therefore R1 = P is not totally
ramified and we are done.
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Finally, for (C), assume that R1, R2 are totally ramified. Then since Q1, Q2
are also totally ramified, we must have {Q1, Q2} = {R1, R2}. Similarly,
{P1, P2} = {Q1, Q2} = {R1, R2}. Clearly, φ(z) permutes {R1, R2}. Therefore
we cannot have φ({P1, P2}) =∞. In all cases, R1, R2 cannot both be totally
ramified. Therefore φ−4(∞) has at least 3 points, or φ−4(z) has≥ 3 poles.
Theorem 4.1.3. Let K be a number field, S ⊂ MK a finite set of absolute
values on K and RS the ring of S-integers of K. Let φ(z) ∈ K(z) be a
rational function with degree d ≥ 2 and φ2(z) 6∈ K[z]. If α ∈ P1(K) is a
wandering point, then the set
Oφ(α) ∩RS = {φn(α) : n ≥ 0, φn(α) ∈ RS}
is finite. i.e. there are only finitely many S-integral points.
Proof. By lemma (4.1.2), φ4(z) has at least 3 distinct poles. Then by Siegel’s
theorem (2.5.6), the set
T = {β ∈ K : φ4(β) ∈ RS}
is finite. Suppose φn(α) ∈ RS for some n ≥ 4. Then we have
φ4(φn−4(α)) ∈ RS,
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which means that φn−4(α) ∈ T , which is a finite set. If Oφ(α) contains
infinitely many integer points, then we can find an infinite sequence
4 ≤ n1 ≤ n2 ≤ . . .
such that φni(α) ∈ RS for each i ≥ 1. But by our argument earlier, this
means
{φn1−4(α), φn2−4(α), . . . } ⊆ T.
Since T is finite, there exists i 6= j such that φni−4(α) = φnj−4(α). But
this implies that α ∈ PrePer(φ,K), a contradiction. Hence there cannot be
infinitely many S-integers in Oφ(α).
For our subsequent chapters we will be specializing to K = Q and RS = Z,
since the problem we are studying is only formulated in this setting. Then
the last theorem says that when φ2(z) 6∈ C[z], then for for any point α ∈ Q
its orbit contains only finitely many integers. The next step is to ask what
is the largest possible size of |Oφ(α)∩Z|. It turns out that this can be arbi-
trarily large, even if d = deg(φ) is fixed. The proof is by construction, which
we show in the next paragraph.
Let ψ(z) ∈ Q(z) be a rational function such that 0 is a wandering point,
deg(ψ) ≥ 2 and ψ2(z) 6∈ Q[z]. We consider the infinite orbit
Oψ(0) = {0, ψ(0), . . . }
For each n ≥ 0, write ψn(0) = an/bn ∈ Q with gcd(an, bn) = 1. For any
N ∈ N, let B = b1b2 . . . bN . We claim that the rational function φ(z) = ψf (z),
where f(z) = z/B, Oφ(0) has at least N + 1 integers. For 0 ≤ n ≤ i:
φn(0) = (f−1 ◦ ψ ◦ f)n(0)
= (f−1 ◦ (ψ)n ◦ f)(0)
= ((Bz) ◦ (ψn))(f(0))
= (Bψn)(0)
= Bψn(0)
Which shows that the effect of the conjugation by f(z) is a multiplication of
B to each of ψn(z). Since B is the common denominator of {ψn(0)}, each
φn(0) ∈ Z and therefore Oφ(0) has at least N + 1 integers.
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4.2 Rational Functions with Minimal Resul-
tant
The denominator clearing trick in the previous section shows that |Oφ(α)∩Z|
can be arbitrarily large, even if we restrict deg(φ) = d to be fixed. This is
akin to the situation for Elliptic curves: Let E := Y 2 = X3 + AX + B
be an Elliptic curve of rank 1 over Q. Each point in E(Q) is of the form
(m/e2, n/e3) where m,n, e ∈ Z and gcd(m, e) = gcd(n, e) = 1. Suppose
P = (m/e2, n/e3) for some e 6= 1, so that P is not an integer point. Since E
has rank 1, there are infinitely many rational points. Also, an elliptic curve
has only finitely many integer points. Next we define a new elliptic curve via
a multiplication by e6:
E ′ := e6Y 2 = e6X3 + e6AX + e6B
Then setting Y ′ = e3Y,X ′ = e2X,A′ = e4, B′ = e6, we have
E ′ := Y ′2 = X ′3 + A′X ′ +B′
Now each point (a, b) ∈ E(Q) corresponds to the point (e2a, e3b) ∈ E ′(Q).
Therefore each integer point in E(Q) remains an integer point in E ′(Q).
However, now (m/e2, n/e3) correspond to (m,n) ∈ E ′(Q), which is an in-
teger point. Clearly we can repeat this inductively, therefore there can be
arbitrarily many integer points for an elliptic curve over Q.
A natural question then is to ask whether the number of integer points can
still be arbitrarily large if we exclude such constructions. But first, we need
a way to identify these cases. It is observed that such an operation always
increases the discrimant ∆ of the elliptic curve. In particular, the new dis-
criminant becomes ∆′ = e12∆. Therefore it can be detected by local methods:
for each prime p such that p12 | ∆, we can define an elliptic curve with a
smaller discriminant by setting e = p−1 and applying the previous process.
Then the resulting discriminant satisfies ∆′ = p−12∆, which is smaller. By
inductively repeating this process, until no primes p exists where p12 | ∆,
we can be certain that we have excluded the denominator clearing trick as
considered earlier. We say that such an elliptic curve is defined by a minimal
Weierstrass equation.
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Similar to the case of elliptic curves, there is a way to exclude the denom-
inator clearing trick. It turns out that by conjugation with f(z) = z/B,
the absolute value of the resultant will generally increase. Therefore a natu-
ral analouge to the minimal weierstrass equation is a rational function with
minimal resultant. We first give the precise definition:
Definition 4.2.1. Let φ(z) ∈ Q(z) be a rational function with deg(φ) ≥ 2




i.e. the resultant of φ cannot be made smaller by linear conjugation.
In the case of a minimal Weierstrass elliptic curve, we have the following
conjecture:
Conjecture 4.2.2 (EC, Conj. 3.5, page 279). There exists a constant C,
depending only on K, satisfying the following:
Let E be any elliptic curve defined over a number field K and choose a
quasiminimal [EC, Ex. 8.14 , page 214] Weierstrass equation for E/K, i.e.
E : y2 = x3 + Ax+B.
Let S ⊂ MK be a finite set of places containing M∞K , and let RS be the ring
of S-integers of K. Then
#{P ∈ E(K) : x(P ) ∈ RS} ≤ C#S+rank E(K)
Remark 4.2.3. The quasiminimal condition is akin to the minimal discrimi-
nant condition. For global fields there are generally no global minimal Weier-
strass equations, but there is a slightly weaker version, which is quasiminimal
Weierstrass equation. The conjecture implies that the number of integral
points is uniformly bounded by a constant, which depends only on K and the
rank of the elliptic curve.
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The dynamical analouge of conjecture (4.2.2) is given below:
Conjecture 4.2.4. There is a constant C depending only on integer d ≥ 2
satisfying the following:
For any rational function φ(z) ∈ Q(z) with d = deg(φ) ≥ 2, if
(i) φ2(z) 6∈ Q[z] and
(ii) φ(z) is affine minimal,
then for any wandering point α ∈ Q
|Oφ(α) ∩ Z| ≤ C.
In the following subsections we shall elaborate on conjecture (4.2.4).
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4.3 Minimal Model for Rational Functions
Let K be a field and p be a prime of K. For any polynomial F (X, Y ) =∑
aij
X iY j ∈ K[X, Y ], define the order of F at p as
ordp(F ) = min
ij
ordp(aij) (4.1)
Let φ be a rational function. We have seen that Res(φ) depends on the
choice of homogeneous polynomials F,G ∈ K[X, Y ] such that φ = [F,G],
which poses some ambiguity. The situation can be improved locally: Let p
be a prime of K and pick F,G satisfying
min{ordp(F ), ordp(G)} = 0
then we define Res(φ) at p as
Resp(φ) = Res(F,G) (4.2)
Essentially, we have normalized the coefficients of F and G with respect to
p, so that one of F or G has at least one p-unit coefficient. Now if a ∈ K∗
and we write φ = [aF, aG], then for normalization we can always pick some
c ∈ K∗ such that ordp(c) = − ordp(a). Hence φ = [acF, acG] satisfies
min{ordp(acF ), ordp(acG)} = min{ordp(F ), ordp(G)} = 0
Then using φ = [acF, acG] we see that
Resp(φ) = Res(acF, acG) = (ac)
m+n Res(F,G)
where ac is a p-unit. This tells us that Resp(φ) is well-defined up to multi-
plication by a p-unit to the (m+ n)-th power.
Having defined resultant at a prime, we shall use it to investigate the effect
of linear conjugation on resultants. Let φ = [F,G] and pick f ∈ PGL2(K),







We define FA, GA ∈ K[X, Y ] as
FA(X, Y ) = δF (αX + βY, γX + δY )− βG(αX + βY, γX + δY ) (4.3)
GA(X, Y ) = −γF (αX + βY, γX + δY ) + αG(αX + βY, γX + δY ) (4.4)
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Then the conjugate φf can be written as
φf (X, Y ) = [FA(X, Y ), GA(X, Y )] (4.5)
We first prove a lemma to simplify computations:
Lemma 4.3.1. Let F,G ∈ K[X, Y ] with deg(F ) = m, deg(G) = n and






Res(F ◦ A,G ◦ A) = (αδ − βγ)mn Res(F,G) (4.6)
Furthermore, if m = n = d, then
Res(αF + βG, γF + δG) = (αδ − βγ)d Res(F,G) (4.7)
Proof. First we factor F,G as
F (X, Y ) = a0
m∏
i=1
(X − αiY ), G(X, Y ) = b0
n∏
j=1
(X − βjY )
Then














X − −β + αiδ
α− αiγ Y
)




X − −β + αiδ
α− αiγ Y
)




X − −β + βjδ
α− βjγ Y
)
Notice that we assume α − αiγ 6= 0. We remark that the proof proceeds in
the same way if it is zero, getting the same result. By proposition (2.3.2),
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Therefore applying to Res(F ◦ A,G ◦ A), we have
Res(F ◦ A,G ◦ A)












































= (αδ − βγ)mn Res(F,G)
This proves the first assertion. Note that here we also assume α − αiγ, α −
βjγ 6= 0 and the proof proceeds in the same way if the are zero.
For the second assertion, we first recall that Res(F,G) is given by the deter-
minant of the form as given in definition (2.3.1), where each row is determined
by coefficients F or G. If we replace F by F − cG for some c ∈ K, this is
the same as subtracting row i by row i+ d by multiplicity c:
















2 · · · a′d





2 · · · a′d
b0 b1 b2 · · · bd
b0 b1 b2 · · · bd
b0 b1 b2 · · · bd
. . . . . .




where a′i = ai− cbi. Since the determinant of a matrix is unchanged if a row
is added by some multiple of another row, we have the equality
Res(F − cG,G) = Res(F,G)
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We also recall that if a row of matrix M is multipied by c to give M ′, we
have
det(M ′) = c det(M)
If we multiply F by c, this is equivalent to multiplying by d rows. Therefore
we have the equality
Res(cF,G) = cd Res(F,G)
With these two properties of matrices, we may compute
Res(αF + βG, γF + δG) = Res((αF + βG)− βδ−1(γF + δG), γF + δG)
= Res((α− βγδ−1)F, γF + δG)
= (α− βγδ−1)d Res(F, γF + δG)
= (α− βγδ−1)d Res(F, (γF + δG)− γF )
= (α− βγδ−1)d Res(F, δG)
= (α− βγδ−1)dδd Res(F,G)
= (αδ − βγ)d Res(F,G)
This proves the second assertion.
We remark that for homogenous polynomials both with degree d, we can
combine both results to get
Res(α(F ◦ A) + β(G ◦ A), γ(F ◦ A) + δ(G ◦ A)) = (αδ − βγ)d Res(F ◦ A,G ◦ A)
= (αδ − βγ)d2+d Res(F,G)
With the lemma above, we can prove the main tool that we need for com-
puting resultants under conjugation:
Proposition 4.3.2. Let φ = [F,G] be a rational map of degree d where
F,G ∈ K[X, Y ] are homogeneous polynomials of degree d and let p be a
prime of K.
(a) The valuation of Resp(φ) is given by
ordp(Resp(φ)) = ordp(Res(F,G))− 2dmin{ordp(F ), ordp(G)} (4.8)
We say that φ is normalized at p if min{ordp(F ), ordp(G)} = 0.
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(b) Let f ∈ PGL2(K) be represented by A ∈ GL2(K) and write φf as
φf = [FA, GA]. Then:
ordp(Res(FA, GA)) = (d
2 + d) ordp(detA) + ordp(Res(F,G))
(c) If U ∈ GL2(Rp) then
ordp(Res(FU , GU)) = ordp(Res(F,G))
In particular, for φ = [F,G] and F,G normalized at p we have
ordp Resp(φ
f ) = ordp(Res(FA, GA)− 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
= ordp(Res(F,G)) + (d
2 + d) ordp(detA)− 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
= ordp Res(F,G) + (d
2 + d) ordp(detA)− 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
Proof. (a) Pick c ∈ K∗ such that
ordp(c) = min{ordp(F ), ordp(G)}
Then
min{ordp(c−1F ), ordp(c−1G)} = 0





= ordp(Res(F,G))− 2d ordp(c)
= ordp(Res(F, g))− 2dmin{ordp(F ), ordp(G)}
(b) By lemma (4.3.1),
Res(FA, GA) = (detA)
d2+d Res(F,G)
ordp(Res(FA, GA)) = (d
2 + d) ordp(detA) + ordp(Res(F,G))
(c) In this case ordp(detU) = 0, then by (b) we have
ordp(Res(FU , GU)) = ordp(Res(F,G))
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Definition 4.3.3. Let K be a number field and φ(z) ∈ K(z) be a rational










If there exists some normalized F,G such that φ = [F,G] and
ordp Res(F,G) = ordpRφ,
then we say that (F,G) is a minimal model for φ at p. If there exists some
f ∈ PGL2(K) such that φf = [F ′, G′] satisfies
ordp Res(F
′, G′) = ordpRφ,
for all prime p of K, then we say that φ has a global minimal model.
Our next goal is to describe the global minimal models of rational functions
over P1(Q). Recall that we are particularly interested in the number of integer
points in orbits of such models. We remark that an algorithm by [MM] has
been given to compute minimal models over PID, which is our main point of
reference.
Chapter 5
The Minimal Model Problem
In this chapter we address the Minimal Model problem for rational functions




Since we shall only be concerned with the absolute value of the resultant, for
the rest of the article we assume that all resultants are absolute values.
Our goal is to show that to check whether a rational function is minimal, it
suffices to check if
|Res(φh)| < |Res(φ)|
for all h(z) of the form z/p and pz + r, where
p | Res(φ), 0 ≤ r < p, r ∈ Z
That is, for a given φ(z), we compute its resultant and its prime factoriza-
tion. Then for each prime we form h(z) := z/p and pz + r, 0 ≤ r < p, r ∈ Z
and check if the resultant is reduced by any of them.
We assume that φ(z) =
F (z)
G(z)









i, fi, gi ∈ Z
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have no common roots (or equivalently Res(φ) 6= 0). We shall also frequently
switch between affine and homogenous forms to simplify our arguments.
In this chapter, resultant of a rational function is the d-form resultant. i.e.
if d = max{degF, degG}, then we treat F (X, Y ) and G(X, Y ) as degree d
homogeneous polynomials. This is because the conversion from the affine
form to the homogeneous form:
F (X, Y ) = Y dF (X/Y ), G(X, Y ) = Y dG(X/Y )
makes both polynomials F (X, Y ), G(X, Y ) into degree d homogenous poly-




∈ PGL2(Q). Following a commonly used notation, we





and write φh(z) = (h−1 ◦ φ ◦ h)(z) in the
homogeneous form as
φh(X, Y ) = [FA(X, Y ), GA(X, Y )] (5.1)
where
FA(X, Y ) = δF (αX + βY, γX + δY )− βG(αX + βY, γX + δY ) (5.2)
GA(X, Y ) = −γF (αX + βY, γX + δY ) + αG(αX + βY, γX + δY ) (5.3)
Our first step is to show that it suffices to consider all h(z) of the form
(az + b)/c. We say that h(z) reduces resultant of φ(z) if
|Res(φh)| < |Res(φ)|
From [MM, Prop. 2.9] or [RF, Thm. 3.1.3], if h(z) reduces the resultant of









, a, b, c ∈ Z, ac 6= 0
and it still reduces the resultant. We give a proof of this theorem below:
Theorem 5.0.4. Let φ(z) = F (z)/G(z) be a rational function, with F (z), G(z)
∈ Z[z] and gcd(F (z), G(z)) = 1. If there exists h(z) ∈ PGL2(Q) such that
|Res(φh)| < |Res(φ)|,
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then there also exist h′(z) =
rz + s
t
, r, s, t ∈ Z, rt 6= 0 such that
|Res(φh′)| < |Res(φ)|
Proof. Let h(z) =
az + b
cz + d






i.e. conjugation by h(z) reduces the resultant.













representing the linear fractional












which has the right form: h′(z) = (rz + s)/t.
Let φh(z) = [F ′, G′], normalized such that gcd(F ′(z), G′(z)) = 1 (i.e. gcd of
coefficients is 1). Then our assumption means
|Res(F ′, G′)| = |Res(φh)| < |Res(φ)|
Conjugating with k(z) and following notation (5.1), we have
φh
′







where m is the gcd of the coefficients of F ′B and G
′
B.
Observe that det(B) = (d/D)Z + (c/D)X = 1. Then by lemma (4.3.1):
|Res(φh◦k)| = |Res(F ′B/m,G′B/m)| = |Res(F ′B, G′B)/m2d|
= |(detB)d2+d Res(F ′, G′)/m2d|
= |Res(F ′, G′)/m2d| < |Res(φ)|
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Therefore the linear fractional function (h ◦ k)(z) also reduces the resultant
of Res(φ). We set h′(z) = (h ◦ k)(z) = (rz + s)/t and it is clear that rt 6= 0,
since this is a composition of linear fractional functions.
Given the result above, this shows that it suffices to consider h(z) ∈ Aff2(Q).
i.e. polynomials of the form h(z) = rz + s, r, s ∈ Q. Or equivalently,
h(z) = (rz + s)/t, r, s, t ∈ Z. For if any h(z) ∈ PGL2(Q) reduces the re-
sultant of Res(φ), we can find one in Aff2(Q) that does the same.
Our next step is to show that it suffices to only consider h(z) of the form
(paz + b)/pc. We remark that this is effectively the same as [RF, Lemma
3.3.1], except that we have chosen to give a more elaborate and explicit
computation.




∈ Aff2(Q), a, b, c ∈ Z and
|Res(φf )| < |Res(φ)|,
then there exists h(z) =
pAz +B
pC
, p, A,B,C ∈ Z, A,B ≥ 0 such that
|Res(φh)| < |Res(φ)|
Proof. Let a = pAu, c = pCv such that gcd(a, u) = gcd(c, v) = 1. Moreover,





Since |Res(φf )| < |Res(φ)|, we must have
ordp(Res(φ
f )) < ordp(Res(φ))
for some prime p. From proposition (4.3.2), at prime p we have the inquality
ordp Res(φ)− ordp Res(φf ) = 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)} − (d2 + d) ordp(det(A))
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is associated with f(z). Therefore, noting
that det(A) = ac and putting both equations together:
0 < ordp Res(φ)− ordp Res(φf )
= 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)} − (d2 + d) ordp(ac)
0 < 2 min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)} − (d+ 1) ordp(ac)
We first show that this equation also holds for φh(z) in place of φf (z). Let
B be the matrix associated to h(z).
FA(X, Y ), GA(X, Y ) has the form:
FA(X, Y ) = cF (aX + bY, cY )− bG(aX + bY, cY )
GA(X, Y ) = aG(aX + bY, cY )
Expanding GA(X, Y ), we have
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Note that the last expression are the coefficients of GB(X, Y ) (compare
against Gi for GA(X, Y )), therefore
ordp(GB(X, Y )) ≥ kG
Next, we expand FA(X, Y ):









































































Once again, the last expression are coefficients of FB(X, Y ). Hence
ordp(FB(X, Y )) ≥ kF
Together, we have
min{ordp(FB), ordp(GB)} ≥ min{kF , kG} = min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
Since ordp(det(B)) = ordp(p
ApC) = ordp(ac) = ordp(det(A)), we have
2 min{ordp(FB), ordp(GB)} − (d+ 1) ordp(det(B))
≥ 2 min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)} − (d+ 1) ordp(det(A)) > 0
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Then, using proposition (4.3.2) again, we have
ordp(Res(φ))− ordp(Res(φh)) = 2dmin{ordp(FB), ordp(GB)}
− (d2 + d) ordp(det(B)) > 0
ordp(Res(φ)) > ordp(Res(φ
h))
This shows that h(z) =
pAz + bv−1
pC
also reduces resultant of φ(z) at p.
Now let q be any other prime such that q 6= p. Notice that ordq(det(B)) =
ordq(p
A+C) = 0. By proposition (4.3.2) again:
ordq Res(φ)− ordq Res(φh) = 2dmin{ordq(FB), ordq(GB)}
− (d2 + d) ordq(det(B))
= 2dmin{ordq(FB), ordq(GB)} ≥ 0
ordq Res(φ) ≥ ordq Res(φh)
Then together with ordp Res(φ) > ordp Res(φ





also reduces the resultant of φ(z).
Hence, using the theorem above, it suffices to consider h(z) in the form of
pAz + pBr
pC
where r ∈ Z, gcd(p, r) = 1.
After normalization, there are 6 possible cases for h(z):






, pmz + pnr,
pmz + r
pn
, m, n ≥ 1
Since conjugation by z+t, t ∈ Z does not change resultant, we do not consider
z + pmr. Similarly, note that
z + pmr
pn
◦ (z − pmr) = z
pn




also implies reduction by
z
pn
, so it suffices to
check the latter.
Therefore a way to check if φ(z) is a minimal model is to check Res(φ(z))−
Res(φh(z)) for all h(z) of just 4 types.
Our goal in this chapter is to show that it suffices to check f(z) of the types
z/p and pz + r for 0 ≤ r < p. We give an outline of the procedure:
1. We first derive sufficient conditions for reduction by z/p and pz + r.
2. Assume that h(z) reduces the resultant. This gives inequalities
ordp(Fi), ordp(Gj) ≥ min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)} > d+ 1
2
ordp(det(A))
where Fi, Gj are coefficients of FA, GA.
3. We then show that these conditions can be simplified into the sufficient
conditions for either z/p or pz+ r, so it suffices to check these 2 types.
Finally, we also note the conditions for ordp Res(φ
h) < ordp Res(φ). Letting
e = min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}, the condition that h(z) reduces resultant of
φ(z) can be given as
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5.1 Expansion of F (az + b, c), G(az + b, c)
For simplicity, we identify F (aX + bY, cY ) with cdF (az + b). As we will be
using these expansions regularly, we derive a formula for convenience. For a
polynomial Q(z), denote C(Q(z); zi) as the coefficient of zi in Q(z). Then
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5.2 Conditions for Reduction by z/p and pz+r
Denote e = min{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}.





gives us the following:
φh(z) =
p(fdz
d + fd−1pzd−1 + · · ·+ f0pd)













This translates into inequalities, for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d:













We remark that some of the inequalities are trivially satisfied. i.e. i <
d+ 1
2
for (5.8) and j <
d− 1
2
for (5.9). Hence in practice we only require the cases
i ≥ d+ 1
2
and j ≥ d− 1
2
(respectively). i.e. h(z) reduces the resultant if the
cases i ≥ d+ 1
2
and j ≥ d− 1
2
are satisfied.
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. Then using formula (5.6):









































































We also consider the special case where r = 0, corresponding to h(z) = pz,
where things are simplier:
φh(z) =
fdp
dzd + fd−1pd−1zd−1 + · · ·+ f0





















for (5.11) and j >
d− 1
2
for (5.12). So here we only require the
cases i ≤ d+ 1
2
and j ≤ d− 1
2
(respectively) in order to have reduction by
h(z).
Now we examine the 5 cases and try to reduce them to the case of either z/p
or pz + r as above. In particular, we group pmz and z/pm as a single case
since the procedure is similar.
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5.3 Case 1: h(z) = pmz or h(z) = z/pm
Note that, by assumption, m ≥ 1.





. Then φh(z) has the form
φh(z) =
fd(p
mz)d + fd−1(pmz)d−1 + · · ·+ f0








mi, Gj = gjp
m(j+1) (5.13)
Assuming that h(z) reduces resultant of φ(z) at a prime p, by (5.7) we have






This gives rise to 2d+ 2 inequalities:
ordp(fip





m(j+1)) = ordp(Gj) >
(d+ 1)m
2
, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d (5.15)
We shall show that this reduces to the cases (5.11) and (5.12), so that h′(z) =

















we focus on the cases
0 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1
2
, 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1
2
.














(m− 1) = d+ 1
2
.
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Hence we have shown that the inequalities in (5.14) and (5.15) also satis-
fies the ones in (5.11) and (5.12). This means that h′(z) = pz also reduces
resultant of φ(z), so it suffices to replace the case h(z) = pmz with h(z) = pz.








, similarly we have
φh(z) =
pm(fdz
d + fd−1pmzd−1 + · · ·+ f0(pm)d)







Once again, we have the inequalities for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d
















This will in turn imply that h′(z) = z/p also reduces resultant of φ(z).







for (5.9). Hence we consider i ≥ d+ 1
2
and j ≥ d− 1
2
.
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These are exactly the inequalities (5.8) and (5.9). Hence we may replace
h(z) = z/pm by h(z) = z/p.
We have shown that for the cases h(z) = pmz or z/pm, it suffices instead to
test h(z) of the types
h(z) = pz, h(z) = z/p.
We also remark that essentially what we have done is to take the inequalities
for case of m and check that it also satisfies the case for m = 1.
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5.4 Case 2: h(z) = pmz + pnr












◦ (pmz + pnr)
=






















(Note the different usage of Fi, Gj.) Putting a = p
m, b = pnr, c = 1 into

















































Suppose h(z) reduces resultant of φ(z). Hence we have
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We shall show that h′(z) = pz+pnr also reduces the resultant of φ(z). Clearly
for h′(z) to reduce the resultant of φ(z), we require the same inequalities



























It is immediately clear that (5.19) is trivially true for i > (d + 1)/2, due to
the factor pi. So it remains to consider i ≤ (d + 1)/2. Similarly, (5.20) is
trivially true for i > (d− 1)/2 so here we look at i ≤ (d− 1)/2.




































































This shows that (5.20) also holds, hence indeed h′(z) = pz+pnr also reduces
resultant of φ(z). Now conjugating with z−pn−1r, we see that pz also reduces
resultant of φ(z). So we may replace h(z) = pmz + pnr with h(z) = pz.
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5.5 Case 3: h(z) = (pmz + r)/pn






The conjugation φf (z) has the form




pnF (pmz + r, pn)− rG(pmz + r, pn)




































































Once again, we assume that h(z) reduces the resultant of φ(z). Hence
2dmin{ordp(Mi), ordp(Ni)} − (d2 + d) ordp(det(A)) > 0 (5.25)
min{ordp(Mi), ordp(Ni)} > (d+ 1)(m+ n)
2
(5.26)




, 0 ≤ i ≤ d (5.27)
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, 0 ≤ i ≤ d (5.28)
i.e. the inequalities (5.8) and (5.9). Then z/p also reduces resultant of φ(z),
so we replace h(z) with h(z) = z/p.










≤ i ≤ d
since (5.28) is trivially true for other i.
To make our argument more explicit (albeit lengthier), we consider d in two
separate cases: either d = 2k or d = 2k + 1. We shall focus on the case
d = 2k + 1, with the other case d = 2k added at the end as Appendix A.
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= (k + 1)n+ (k − i)m
Since we cannot conclude anything if i > k, we consider the inequalities for


























rj+1p(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.31)
Notice that in the second inequality, we multiplied by ri+1. The inequalities
still hold since gcd(p, r) = 1.
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= (k + 1)n+ (k + 1− i)m





























rjp(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.34)
Note that once again we multiplied by ri for (5.32).
























j − k − 1
)
rjp(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.37)
Observe that for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, we may add equation (5.35) to (5.36).
























j − k − 1
)
rjp(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.40)
This completes the first part, where we extract the useful inequalites and
removing m from the equations (since e = (k + 1)n+ 1).
Next, we want to further remove terms that are ≡ 0, from (5.38) and (5.39).
((5.40) may contain no such terms.) From (5.38), if i ≤ j ≤ k − 1, then






rj+1p(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe)








rj+1p(2k+1−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.41)
where the lower limit changed from j = i to j = k ≥ i.
Similarly for (5.39), suppose i ≤ j ≤ k. Then






rjp(d−j+1)n ≡ 0 (mod pe)








rjp(d−j+1)n ≡ 0 (mod pe), 0 ≤ i ≤ k (5.42)
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j − k − 1
)
rjp(2k+1−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (5.45)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ k for (5.43) and (5.44).
From the equations, we can see that {fk+1, fk+2, . . . , f2k+1, gk, gk+1, . . . , g2k+1}
are involved. Thus we have 1 + (k+ 1) + (k+ 1) = 2k+ 3 equations in Z/peZ
involving (k + 1) + (k + 2) = 2k + 3 variables. We can write this as a linear







) · · · (2k+1
2k+1
)






) · · · (2k+1
2k
)














) · · · (2k+1
k+1
)











) · · · −(2k+1
k
)



















) · · · −(2k+1
2k
)



























Rows 1 to k + 1 corresponds to the equations in (5.43) for i = 0, 1, . . . , k.
The (k + 2)-th row corresponds to equation (5.45), multiplied by −1.
Rows k + 3 to 2k + 3 comes from equations in (5.44) for i = k, k − 1, . . . , 0,
where we also multiply by −1 (to facilitate solving the system later).
In the next section we will show that A is elementary, so that X ≡ 0
(mod pe). For now we assume that it is true and show how X ≡ 0 (mod pe)
implies reduction of φ(z) by z/p, so that we can replace (pmz+r)/pn by z/p.
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≤ j ≤ d
Since X ≡ 0 (mod pe), we have the following equations:
gjr
j+1p(2k+1−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe), k ≤ j ≤ 2k + 1 (5.46)
fjr
jp(2k+2−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe), k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k + 1 (5.47)
Since gcd(p, r) = 1, we may assume that r ≡ 1 (mod pe). Then (5.46)
reduces to
ordp(gjp
(2k+1−j)n) ≥ e = (k + 1)n+ 1, k ≤ j ≤ 2k + 1
ordp(gjp





≤ j ≤ d
ordp(gjp
d−j) ≥ d+ 1
2
n+ 1− (d− j)(n− 1)
≥ d+ 1
2









Similarly, after removing r, (5.47) becomes
ordp(fjp
(2k+2−j)n) ≥ e = (k + 1)n+ 1, k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k + 1
ordp(fjp





≤ j ≤ d
ordp(fjp
d+1−j) ≥ d+ 1
2
n+ 1− (d+ 1− j)(n− 1)
≥ d+ 1
2














is the sufficient condition for reduction of resultant by z/p.
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5.5.2 Solving the p-adic Linear System
We have shown that if φ(z) is reduced by h(z) =
pmz + r
pn
, then this defines
a p-adic linear system. If d = 2k + 1, then letting e = (k + 1)n + 1 we get







) · · · (2k+1
2k+1
)






) · · · (2k+1
2k
)














) · · · (2k+1
k+1
)











) · · · −(2k+1
k
)



















) · · · −(2k+1
2k
)



























For d = 2k, we will derive this following system in the next section. Here we







) · · · (2k
2k
)






) · · · ( 2k
2k−1
)














) · · · ( 2k
k+1
)












) · · · −(2k
k
)



















) · · · −( 2k
2k−1
)


























Our goal here is to show that A is elementary for both cases, so that
AX ≡ 0 (mod pe)
has the solution X ≡ 0 (mod pe). We recall that this is to derive conditions
for φ(z) to be reduced by z/p, as in the previous section. We focus on the
case d = 2k + 1. The other case d = 2k follows exactly the same procedure
and is proved in the appendix.
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This is the same linear system restricted to the first k + 2 variables.
Let Bi denote the i-th row of B. We now describe a sequential row operation
that transforms B(i) into B(i+1), with initial B(0) = B and ending with B(k):
Definition 5.5.1 (Sequential Row Operation). For row 1, subtract both in-

































That is, we subtract row 2 by row 1, then row 3 by the new row 2, then row
4 by the new row 3 and so on up till the last row.










= 1. We will show









i.e. a sequential row operation decreases all binomial terms’ indices by 1.
It suffices to consider a single column and show that for that column, all
indices are decreased by 1 after one sequential row operation.
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The key observation lies in the fact that, column wise, the upper index of the
binomial coefficients are the same and the lower index decreases by 1 each











) · · · (m
0
) · · ·)T
We now prove the lemma formally:












) · · ·)T . Then per-








) · · · (m−1
0
)
0 · · ·)T .











At operation i > 1, we consider the 2 successive elements in the column:





(note that c′i−1 is a newly computed element
due to the row operations). Then we compute the new c′i = ci − c′i−1. By











Then when we do the next row operation on ci, this becomes












(m− i+ 1)!(i− 1)! −
(m− 1)!
(m− i+ 1)!(i− 2)!
=
(m− 1)!
(m− i+ 1)!(i− 2)!
(
m














So that ci’s both binomial indices also decreased by 1. This completes the
induction, hence all binomial indices decreases by 1.
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Using the lemma above, we observe that each sequential row operation de-
creases all binomial indices of B by 1. Then by induction, after k iterations













































= 0.) We can perform the same transformation on A,










































0 0 · · · 0






) · · · −(2k+1
k
)




















) · · · −(2k+1
2k
)








with diagonal entries 1 for first k + 2 rows.
Next we want to perform a similar operation on the lower half of A. Let
C be the submatrix formed by last k + 2 rows and k + 2 columns. This is
equivalent to considering only the last k + 2 variables of the linear system.
Now by multiplying with −1 and inverting the rows, we have
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In particular, D = B except for first column. Therefore by performing the
same sequential row operations as in B, for k times, D(k) must have the same
entries for columns 2 to k + 2. Since the operations merely subtract a row
















































i.e. all binomial entries have both indices reduced by k again.






































0 0 · · · 0 0

This means we can transform C, via elementary row additions, into






0 0 · · · 0 0


























Combining both row operations on B and C, we now see that we can trans-
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0 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0 (k+1
0
)
0 0 · · · 0












0 0 · · · 0 0 0 −(1
0
) · · · −( k
k−1
)








Then, multiplying by −1 and inverting the equations for the last k+ 1 rows,
we observe that A is upper triangular with diagonal entries 1. Hence we
can further reduce A to the identity matrix I2k+3. Consequently, the linear
system
AX ≡ 0 (mod pe)
must have solution X ≡ 0 (mod pe). This in turn gives us the condition that
we need in earlier subsection. The exact same procedure follows for the case
d = 2k.
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5.6 An Algorithm for Determining Affine Min-
imality of Rational Functions Over Q
In this section we give an algorithm to determine whether a rational function
φ(z) ∈ Q(z) is affine minimal.
Algorithm 1 Determine Affine Minimality Over Q
Input: rational function φ(z) ∈ Q(z) and deg(φ) ≥ 2.
Output: true if φ(z) is affine minimal over Q, false if not.
1: R = |Res(φ)|
2: for each prime p such that p | R do
3: f = z/p
4: R′ = |Res(φf )|
5: if R′ < R then
6: return false
7: end if
8: for 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 1 and r ∈ Z do
9: f = pz + r
10: R′ = |Res(φf )|






We give a short recap of why it works: Suppose φ(z) is not affine minimal,
then there exists an f(z) such that
|Res(φf )| < |Res(φ)|
as shown in the previous sections. Furthermore, we know that f(z) is of
one of the forms z/p or pz + r, 0 ≤ r < p, r ∈ Z. Hence the algorithm will
detect any φ(z) which is not affine minimal. Clearly then, if φ(z) passes the
algorithm it must be affine minimal.
We also highlight the main difference between our algorithm and the one
given in [RF]: For the latter, the author checked against f(z) of the form
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pkz + r, where k, r ∈ Z are finite and computable bounds depending on the
input φ(z). The new algorithm is an improvement since it removes the fairly
involved bounds computation. Moreover, it only tests for 1 case for k = −1
and p cases for k = 1, whereas the algorithm in [RF] often tests for a larger
values of k and r.
Chapter 6
A Simple Application of the
Minimal Model Result
In this chapter we show a way the classification of minimal resultant rational
maps is related integral points in orbits. In particular, we show that a cer-
tain type of quadratic rational function cannot have more than 3 consecutive
integral points.




where f2, f0 ∈ Z\{0} and f0 square-free.
We are interested in the maximal value of
|O(φ,m) ∩ Z| = |{m,φ(m), · · · } ∩ Z|
where m is a wandering point.
It suffices to consider the case where f2 > 0. For if a maximal value occurs
at m for some φ, then we note that O(−φ,−m) has the same number of
integral points.
We are also interested in the case where φ(z) is affine minimal. This corre-
sponds to the condition that Res(φh) ≥ Res(φ) for h(z) = z/p and h(z) =
pz + r for 0 ≤ r < p. We may check that φ(z) is affine minimal if and only
if f0 is squarefree:




, f2, f0 ∈ Z \ {0} and f0
square-free is affine minimal over Q.
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Proof. It suffices to show that conjugation by z/p and pz + r, 0 ≤ r < p
does not reduce the resultant. For the former, the linear fractional function






















Then using proposition (4.3.2):
ordp Res(φ
h)− ordp Res(φ) = (d2 + d) ordp(det(A))− 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
= 6 ordp(p)− 2(2) min{ordp(FA), 1}
≥ 6− 2 = 4
Therefore the resultant cannot be reduced. Alternatively, consider h(z) =






































If r 6= 0, then ordp(GA) = 1, so that we have the same result as before.
Suppose r = 0, then we have
FA(z) = f2p




h)− ordp Res(φ) = (d2 + d) ordp(det(A))− 2dmin{ordp(FA), ordp(GA)}
= 6 ordp(p)− 2(2) min{ordp(FA(z)), 2}
= 6− 4 min{ordp(FA(z)), 2}
For resultant to be reduced, we must have ordp(FA(z)) ≥ 2. This means
p2 | FA(z) and therefore p2 | f0. But f0 is square-free, so this cannot occur.
Hence we conclude that the resultant cannot be reduced by linear conjuga-
tion. Consequently, φ(z) must be minimal.
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We next show that such a rational function can have at most 3 consecutive
integral points in its orbit.




and deg(φ) = 2. For any m ∈ Z, let n be the integer such that
m,φ(m), . . . , φn(m) ∈ Z, φn+1(m) 6∈ Z
Then n ≤ 2.
Proof. Suppose we have m,φ(m), . . . , φn(m) ⊆ Z. Note that φn(m) ∈ Z






hence f0 = am for some a ∈ Z. Since f0 is squarefree, this also means that
gcd(a,m) = 1. Then φ(m) = f2m+ a and




So we have f2m+ a | am. Since
gcd(f2m+ a,m) = gcd(a,m) = 1,
This necessarily mean that f2m+ a | a. Then this gives us
f2m+ a = gcd(f2m+ a, a) = gcd(f2m, a) = gcd(f2, a)
since gcd(a,m) = 1. Let gcd(f2, a) = d > 0 and write f2 = bd and a = cd.
Note that b, d > 0 since we chose f2 > 0, so:
(bd)m+ (cd) = f2m+ a = d
c = 1− bm
Hence we have φ(z) =
bdz2 + (1− bm)dm
z
. By the squarefree condition of
f0, {1− bm, d,m} must be pairwise coprime.
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Now φ(m) = d and φ2(m) = φ(d) = bd2 + (1− bm)m. Then
φ3(m) = bd(bd2 + (1− bm)m) + (1− bm)dm
bd2 + (1− bm)m ∈ Z
Therefore bd2 + (1− bm)m | (1− bm)dm. We note that the pairwise coprime
condition gives
gcd(bd2 + (1− bm)m, 1− bm) = gcd(bd2, 1− bm) = gcd(b, 1− bm) = 1
gcd(bd2 + (1− bm)m, d) = gcd((1− bm)m, d) = 1
Hence we must have exactly bd2 + (1− bm)m | m. This reduces to
bd2 + (1− bm)m = gcd(bd2 + (1− bm)m,m) = gcd(bd2,m) = gcd(b,m)
So we now let gcd(b,m) = t > 0 and set b = rt and m = st. Note that b > 0,
so that r > 0. Hence
(rt)d2 + (1− (rt)(st))(st) = bd2t+ (1− bm)m = t
rd2 + s(1− rst2) = 1
r(d2 − s2t2) = 1− s
r =
s− 1
(st− d)(st+ d) ∈ Z
Now recall that by construction, r, t, d > 0. Suppose s > 0, then
st+ d ≥ s+ 1 > s− 1,
so r 6∈ Z. Conversely, if s < 0, we have
d− st ≥ 1− s ≥ 2
Hence r ∈ Z if and only if
d− st = 1− s, d+ st = ±1
Since r > 0 and d − st ≥ 1 − s ≥ 2 > 0, we see that d + st 6= −1. So
d + st = 1 and hence 2st = s, which is not possible. Hence there are no
orbits with 4 consecutive integers. Our construction yields an infinite family
φ with 3 consecutive integers, where
φ(z) =
bdz2 + (1− bm)dm
z
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and 1− bm, d,m are squarefree and pairwise coprime. They give rise to the
orbit
O(φ,m) = {m, d, bd2 + (1− bm)m, . . . }
We also remark that it is a simple exercise to show that for a rational function
z + c/z, c ∈ Z and c squarefree, the orbit Oφ(a) can have at most 2 integral
points for any wandering point a ∈ Q. (Taken from [DS, Exercise 3.34].)
While not exactly a theorem, this demonstrates a possible relationship be-
tween affine minimality and number of integral points.
Chapter 7
Summary
We have proved the classical Northcott’s theorem, which describes the car-
dinality of preperiodic points in orbits of rational functions: If the rational
function φ : PN(K)→ PN(K) has degree ≥ 2, then the set
PrePer(φ,K)
is a finite set. It is easy to see that linear φ has at most one preperiodic
point, so this completes the classification of preperiodic points (in terms of
cardinality). In the process we also studied height functions, which are useful
general purpose algebraic tools.
For the second part, we studied the topic of generating integral points in an
orbit. Using classical tools from complex analysis and diophantine analysis
we proved that, outside an exceptional class, the number of integral points
in an orbit is finite for each φ with degree ≥ 2.
We also see that it is possible to generate non-exceptional rational functions
such that it has as many integral points as we would like to have, via the
”clearing denominator” trick. This comes at the expense of increased resul-
tant, which led to the natural question of whether we can achieve the same
if we excluded this case.
The current known way to do this is to only consider rational functions
that has minimal resultant. This in turn led to the problem of classify-
ing this particular class of functions, which is solved by an existing algo-
rithm/publication. It uses p-adic analysis to bound the type of linear con-
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jugation that can possibly reduce the resultant, so that the classification
algorithm runs in finite time. Building on top of the result, we solve the
problem over Q exactly. This produces a shorter algorithm with runtime
complexity same as prime factorization of the resultant Res(φ). More impor-
tantly, it gives us a way to classify rational functions with minimal resultant.
As an application, we show that the class of rational functions of type (az2 +
b)/z ∈ Q(z), a, b, c ∈ Z and b square-free cannot have more than 3 consecutive
integral points in its orbit.
Appendix A
Case 2: d = 2k for Section 5.5.1
In this chapter we solve the alternate case of chapter 5.5, where d = 2k




























































(2k − 1− 2i)m
2
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We shall only consider the cases where 0 ≤ i ≤ k−1, so that 2k−1−2i ≥ 0.
































rj+1p(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (A.3)
In the second inequality, we multiplied by ri+1, just as before.





































(2k + 1− 2i)m
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rjp(d−j)n ≡ (mod pe) (A.6)
Notice that once again we multiplied by ri in (A.5).
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rjp(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (A.9)


























rjp(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe) (A.12)
In (A.10), if 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 then






rj+1p(d−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe)
For (A.11), if 0 ≤ j ≤ k then






rjp(d−j+1)n ≡ 0 (mod pe)
Therefore we can change/increase lower limit of (A.10) and (A.11) to k − 1
and k respectively. Lastly, for (A.12) the situation is different from the case
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≡ 0 (mod pe)
Notice that we excluded the term with fk, since






rkp(k+1)n ≡ 0 (mod pe)









































where 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 for (A.13) and (A.14).
This time round, we can see that {gk, gk+1, . . . , g2k, fk+1, fk, . . . , f2k} are in-
volved. Thus we have 1 + k + k = 2k + 1 equalities in (mod pe) involving
(k+ 1) +k = 2k+ 1 variables. Hence we have a p-adic linear system AX ≡ 0
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Rows 1 to k corresponds to equation (A.13) for i = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1.
Row k + 1 comes from (A.15).
Rows k+2 to 2k+1 corresponds to equations (A.14) for i = k−1, k−2, . . . , 0,
where we also multiplied by −1.
As shown earlier, A is elementary so that X ≡ 0 (mod pe). Then we have
the following inequalities:
gjr
j+1p(2k−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe), k ≤ j ≤ 2k (A.16)
fjr
jp(2k+1−j)n ≡ 0 (mod pe), k + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2k (A.17)
















≤ j ≤ d (A.19)
Now (A.16) becomes
ordp(gjp











n+ 1− (d− j)(n− 1)
≥ d
2
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This agrees with (A.19) since d = 2k. i.e. (d − 1)/2 ≤ j is the same as
d/2 ≤ j.
On the other hand, (A.17) becomes
ordp(fjp











n+ 1− (d+ 1− j)(n− 1)
≥ d
2









This also agrees with (A.18). For (d+ 1)/2 ≤ j is the same as d/2 + 1 ≤ j.
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